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A TUDY OF CARL SANDBURG'S POETRY: 
L3 -- RLY L,1 RESo IO ISi<i AKD LATER FOL:iILORISd 
by 
Te t s u j i Aka so f u 
(An bstract) 
In the earlier twentiet h century t t e tu_nult of 
industrial America was vividly expressed t hrough ~and-
burg's imagistic technique and his use of American slang . 
But he was not successful enough in bring ing his poetic 
imagery into focus amid the chaos of newly developing 
America. Almost all his early poems were colored by a 
pessimistic tone, and his technique s howed its greatest 
effect in short, melancholy lyrics. ·ns early po t. tic 
manner is based on a sensuous response to t he ~ec hanism 
of modern society, a response which is defined as im-
pressionism in tnis t hesis. 
3ut later, in an attempt to overcome nis 
pessimism, Sandburg searched for a new image of t he 
American people and tneir native ground in t he fol k 
tradition. In spite of this searc h--folklorism-- his 
poetic focus became even more vag ue amid t he heteroge-
neous American folk materials. All he could find was 
dim shadows or silhouettes of t t e people who built a new 
country on the prairie through their inexpressible hard-
ships. 4oreover, the skeptical tone never disappeared 
from his poetry, even in his affirmative attempt in The 
eople, Yes. In t his sense, his early impressionism and 
later folklorism are firmly connected with each other. 
his main weakness lies in his insistence upon a so-called 
Americanism separated from t he long historical tradition 
of European civilization. 
Despite this unsatisfactory result, however, his 
efforts to keep poetry close to the American scene, land, 
and people must be evaluated highly in sharp contrast with 
the aesthetic poets who turned away from the people in order 
to devote themselves to the tec hnical refinement of their 
poetry. Although nowadays America has to a great extent 
passed out of the turmoil in which Sandburg had rourished 
his poetic faculty, one cannot reject him as a poet of the 
past. His efforts are suggestive at least of one phase of 
American civilization, which had been founded on the 
heterogeneous elements of European tradition, and even-
tually of the homogeneity which America has been attempting 
to ac hieve. 
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PREFACE 
America has seen an unprecedented poetic renais-
sance since the earlier years of t he twentiet h century. 
Of all the many modern American poets, Carl Sandburg 
occupies a unique position as a poet of t he American 
scene and idiom. ·:is career as a poet is closely related 
to t he past half-century in t he history of America. I-is 
poetry is, as it were, the footprints of t he people who 
have experienced t hese stormy days of industrialization, 
immigration, two world wars, t he boom years, and t he 
great depression. History never stops its steps; t ~e re-
fore, one must always look back over t he past and examine 
t he present in order to have some prospect of the future. 
It can be said, in t his sense, t hat no is t he 
time to revaluate t be Chicago poet by examining his idea 
and image of America from today's point of view. Is 
Sandburg ' s America yesterday's America? What does it 
foretell about tomorrow's America? The researc h done in 
this thesis attempts to answer, at least partly, t hese 
questions . 
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A Bibliographical Outlook and ~ypot hesis. Carl 
Sandburg has been often hailed, especially in t he nine-
teen-twenties and t hirties, as one of t he greatest Ameri-
can poets. But surprisingly enough , t here are only four 
books which wholly treat Sandburg, two of which are 
pampnlets which have long been out of print, and the other 
two are biograp hical studies rat her t han critical research 
of his poetry itself. 1 By comparison, t he intensive books 
on Robert Frost's poetry number about fifteen. This fact 
shows t hat andburg the poet has rarely been dealt wit n 
in full scale by serious critics and scholars in spite 
of t he fiery reactions of various periodicals. But a 
close examination of t he bibliog rap hical materials, which 
consist mainly of t he articles, book reviews, and book 0 
which partly discuss him, presents a number of very sig-
nificant problems concerning one aspect of modern American 
poetry as a whole, as well as his poetry in particular. 
1 t arry ~nsen, Carl Sandburg: The ~an and~ 
oetry, 11 A Little Blue Book,"" (Girard, Kansas, 1925); nughes 
111ears, Carl Sandburg, in t he "Pamphlet oets" series, (New 
York, 1920T; Karl William Detzer, Carl Sandbur5: A Study in 
ersonality and Background (New York , 1941); Harry Golden, 
Carl Sandburg (New York, 1961). 
2 
Sandburg the poet appeared in the American 
poetic scene throug h Poetry: !:_ l-1agazine of Verse wit h 
arriet - onroe's warm appluase. The founder of t his his-
toric journal, who praised him by saying, " He has the 
unassailable and immovable earthbound strength of a great 
granite rock • ," did not change her friendly atti-
tude toward him all her life. In Sandburg 's poetry she 
found t he best expression of t he new poetic movement . 2 
Louis Untermeyer , Amy Lowell, and Carl Van Doren also 
joined her in hailing Sandburg as a champion of t he new 
voices of "American singing"; particularly Untermeyer 
said t hat Sandburg was a follower of Whitman and, quot-
ing ynge's words, that his poetry was a "strong timber" 
with deep roots among "t he clay and worms. 11 3 
In t he earlier twentieth century, of cou1se, 
Sandburg irritated conventional critics and was called a 
"gross, simple-minded, sentimental, sensual , mys tical 
mobocrat" by one of t hem. 4 They focused t heir criticism 
on his use of slang and socialistic ideas. And later, 
2ttarriet vionroe, "C hicago Granite," oetry, 
VIII (March 1916), 90-93. 
3Louis Untermeyer, "Strong Timber," The Dial , 
LXV (October 1918), 263-64. 
4Will1am A. Bradley, 11 Fol.lr American Poets," 
The Dial, LXI (December 1916), 528-30. 
after the drastic change of the American poetic horizon, 
the aesthetic experimentalists took the place of tte con-
ventional critics in denouncing or ignoring Sandburg. 
Conrad Aiken expressed a typical opinion shared by t hem, 
saying that dandburg was not "a realistic poet, 11 but "a 
poetic realist. 115 Ezra Pound, t ou.gh he had long been 
Sandburg's close friend, in writing to a professor at 
the University of Pennsylvania suggesting a fellows hip 
should be given to Sandburg, said: "Sandburg is a lum-
berjack who has tau.ght himself all that he knows. He 
is on the way toward simplicity. his energy may for all 
one knows waste itself at an imperfect imperfectible 
argot. 11 6 
With the coming of t he t hirties, the critical 
reactions to Sandburg 's poetry were roughly divi de o 
into two groups; for one group he was an aut hentic de-
scendant of ·whitman and a c hampion of t he poets of 
Americanism, while for anotner, chiefly t he New Critics, 
he was merely one of t t e primitive poets of local color, 
who displayed only "a crust of modern American materials 
3 
5conrad Aiken, Scepticism: Notes on Contemporary 
oetry (New York, 1919), pp. 143-8. 
6Quoted from Golden 's Carl Sandburg, 2£· cit., 
pp. 166-7. 
thrown over statements wnich are as vague, and sometimes 
as sentimental, as those of Whitman. 11 7 And the postwar 
years beginning in 1945 caused a drastic eclipse of 
Sandburg's fame in direct ratio to the rise of Eliot 's 
and Frost's. 
4 
A detailed study of the critical works on 
Sandburg's poetry shows that there are at least two im-
portant problems left to be discussed. First, tre re-
markable contrast between the violently explosive poems 
and short, tender lyrics in Chicago Poems, though pointed 
out by some critics, has hardly been given full consider-
ation. Tne relationship between these two early aspects 
of his poetic manner would be an important clue for 
understanding his later poetry, which is marked by folk-
lorism. And second, although a gradual but obvious change 
of his poetic manner---from impressionism to foltlorism---
appeared in his poetry as early as tGe twenties, most 
critics have paid no particular attention to it. It is 
not impossible t hat these two characteristics are related 
and that an exploration of them will furnisL a key to 
understanding bandburg's poetry. 
7c1eanth Jrooks , ~odern Poetry and the Tradition 
(C hapel ~ill , 1939), pp. 69-109 . 
5 
The Purpose of This Thesis . The main purpose of 
t hi s t hesis is to illuminate t he difference between Sand-
bur g ' s earlier and later poetry which has rarely been 
discussed before and to examine the relations hip between 
t he two strands intertwined in his work . If one regards 
him as a poet of Americanism and i gnores his earlier 
Imag ist side, as Cleanth Brooks has done , one's evalua-
tion will not be free from oversimplication . And, at t he 
same time , an overestimation of t he Imag ist side cannot 
explain why and how he turned later to t he American fol k 
tradition . A study of t he two main aspects of Sandburg ' s 
poetry is considered to constitute t he contribution of 
tnis t t1esis . 
The Definition of t he Terms Gsed . In order to 
indicate t ·1e above-mentioned two trends of Sandbur g s 
poetry , t he word 11 impressionism" has been used fo r l1 i s 
earlier I a g ist side and ''fol klorism 11 for his later 
searc h for fol k tradition . Alt hough t hese two words 
taken toget her do not fully describe all t he aspects of 
his poetic manner , t hey are considered to be appropriate 
to emp hasize t he main aspect of his early and later days . 
And it must be pointed out here t hat t hese word s are not 
completely antit hetical . 
The Procedure and Scope of the Study. First, 
the research in this thesis has been concentrated on a 
critical interpretation of Sandburg ' s poetry itself; 
secondly, his own writings on poetry and other topics 
and his biographical data have been also used to show 
the validity of the critical interpretation . ~oreover, 
the critics' arguments on nis poetry have been quoted 
and discussed to dilate and deepen the reasoning done 
here. But little extensive effort has been made here to 
compare Sandburg with other American poets to whom he 
might be related; consequently, whatever may be demon-
strated to be true of him is not necessarily true, al-
tbougn it may be, of other poets to whom he bears 
similarities or affinities . 
6 
CHAPTER II 
3A JDBURG I S EARLY E-:PRESS IO I H 
A. The Two Aspects of Chicago Poems 
"C hicago , " t he title poem of c hicago Poems, 
attracts t he reader by its roug o colloquialism, lack of 
conventional meter and r hyme , and realistic description 
of details. Its fi g ures of speec h evidence its traits: 
"fierce as a dog wit h tong ue lapping for action" 
"cunning as a savage pitted against t t1e wilder-
ness" 
11 laugt ing as a young man laughs" 
"laughing even as an i gnorant fighter laughs 
who has never lost a battle" 
teet r. 11 
"dust all over his mout h, laughing wit ' w'1 ite 
"a tall bold slugger" 
11 t he marks of wanton hunger" 
11 fling ing magnetic curses 11 
11 city wit h lifted head sing ing "1 
These are fresh and magnetically strong in color 
and tone , as if t hey were oil paints flung roughly against 
1carl Sandburg, Complete Poems (New York, 1950) , 
" Chicago , " pp . 3- 4 . 
8 
a canvas . The harsh , bru t al realism is Sandburg ' s sensi-
tive response to the chaotic and energetic city of Chicago . 
Following are similarly brutal poems from t he 
first collection: "To a Contemporary :a unkshooter," "Dyna-
miter ," "Who m I'? , " "Skyscraper , ff "Graceland," "The 
Right t o Grief , " 11 1 ,1m t he eople, t he /1.ob , 11 and "Govern-
ment ." These poems are marked by eloquent proteet a3ainst 
social evils and injustices . nd t r roughout t he poems 
there appear Sandburg ' s sensuous response to t ~e violent 
materials of modern industrial society . But his response 
lacks a deep insig ht into , and therefore an analysis of, 
whatever forces dominate t he materials . ~en in his poetry 
seem to be small particles throng in6 and strJggling blindly 
under tne invisible super human force . ''ihen II Lb) y day t he 
skyscraper looms in the smoke and su.n and l1as a. sou], ff and 
when " the wind whistles a wild song wit hout word ... ," men 
and women , boys and g irls are poured in and out all day 
from t he huge buildin"' , and t t1ey 11 g ive t ne building a soul 
of dreams and t houghts and memories . " 
The people are regarded as t he mob whic h con-
fronts the supernuman force of t ne mechanism of society 
wit l its collective physical power . The poet shouts: 
I am the people- -t ~e mob--t he crowd--t e 
mass 
I am ••• the maker of the world ' s food 
and clo the s . 
9 
I am the audience that witnesses history ... 2 
The basic tone of t his poem is t he poet ' s desire to identify 
himself with t he collective force of the mass . ~an as an 
individual is feeble, like a small particle amid t he vast 
universe, but when he joins wit h others as a member of t he 
mass , he can believe that he is a maker of history . 
~hen Sandourg severely denounceR Billy Sunday in 
"To a Contemporary 3unksl-:..ooter," and confesses his skep t i -
cism wi t n regard to religious belief in " Who Am I?, 11 t l1e 
reader is attracted only by t he violent diction: 
You came along •. • tearing your shirt ••• 
yelling about Jesus . 
\/here do you get t hat stuff?_ 
· r na t do you know a bout Jesus <t-' 
I have been to nell and ba c k nany ti~es. 
I know all about heaven, for I have tal ked 
with 3-od . 
I dabble in t he blood and g uts of t he ter-
rible • 
wY name is Truth and I am tke most elusive 
captive in t ne universe . 
Thus l1e was called a 11 simp le-minded, sentimental, 
mys tic mobocrat" by 1illiam A. 3radle y , contributing editor 
of Tne Dial , wnich had been a conservative journal until 
1918 . 5 
2 Ibid ., "I m t :1e eople, the ... ob, 11 p . 71. 
3 rbid ., "To a Contemporary Bunksi:ooter, 11 pp. 29-30. 
4 rbid ., " Who Am I? , 11 p . 48 . 
5·v1111am A . Bradley , "Four .American oets , 11 Tt.e 
Dial, LXI (December 1916) , pp . 528-30 . 
10 
On t he ot her hand , however , some critics praised 
Sandburg ' s poetry as t he answer to ~hitrnan ' s call t hat 
American poetry should be '' t he barbaric ya ;p . " The en-
t husiastic revolt against t he Genteel Tradition and tbe 
discovery of Bidwestern energy in t te earlier twentiet h 
century marked an epoc h in t he history of American liter-
ature . In t his sense , some critics naturally believe that 
Sandburg's poetry played a significant role in breaking 
t hrough from the past as a symbol of t he young voice of 
America . 
3 ut if one judges Sandburg only by t he above-
quoted poems , it is a g reat mistaKe . According to a 
rou~h classification of Chicago oems , out of t ~e 146 
poems , t here are only about ten pieces which have t he 
violent quality mentioned above . In most of t he ott r 
poe~s , Sandburg sometimes shows his tender sense of beaut y 
and delicacy by a short lyric, and at otner times ind ul ge s 
a troubled melanc oly . 
To t hese ot her poems , tender and me llow as a 
water- color painting , we have given t he name "impres sion-
ism . " Following is an example of t his t ype at its best: 
The shadows of t he ships 
Rock on t he crest 
In t he low blue lustre 
Of t ne tardy and tne soft inrolling tide . 
A long brown bar at the dip of t he sky 
Puts an arm of sand in t he span of salt . 
11 
The lucid and endless wrinkles 
Draw in, lapse and withdraw . 
davelet s crumble and white spent bubbles 
\'ash on the floor of the beach. 
Rocking on the crest 
In t he low blue lustre 
Are the shadows of t he ships.6 
Eere is Sandburg ' s subtle sensitivity and delicacy of 
emotion. It i s difficult to conceive that two poems 
could be so different and still have the same author as 
t he one above and 11 Cnicago . " It is as if there were two 
poets in 3andburg imself . This point was also referred 
to by Brad ley in The Dial: 
The first ~r. bandburg is me rely a clever reporter, 
wit a bias for social criticism . The second , 
within nis limits , is a true artist, whose method 
of concentration, of intense, objective realization , 
7 ranges him with those wno call t hemse lves "Imagists ." 
And several years later, Snerwood Anderson, 
t hrougn his keen insight into the poet ' s personaJ~ty , 
pointed out "t he na'.lve , hes itant, sensitive" Sandburg 
" buried deep within the He man . 11 8 3radle y ' s emphasis is 
rat her upon t he brutal Sandburg, while Ande rson thinks 
that the impressionistic side of Sandburg is the real 
essence of his poetic personality . Which is t he real Sand-
.ow are the t wo Sandburgs connected witl1 each other? 
6sandburg, ££· cit., "Sketc h," p. 4 . 
?Bradley,££· cit., 529 . 
8sherwood And erson, "Carl Sandburg ," The Bookman, 
LIV (December 1921), 360-61 . 
12 
In order to understand his poetry by means of this impor-
tant clue, a much more detailed analysis must be made . 
The relations1ip between these two aspects of Chica50 Poems 
would reveal now his early impressionism is connec tea with 
his later folklorism . 
andburg's Use of Imagery 
in Chicago oems 
First, the images used often in his poems must be 
analyzed concretely to illuminate his poetic world. Espe-
cially indicated in ~andburg 's poems is his use of the 
images of fog, mist , dusk, moonlight, ashes, cinder, fire , 
flame, bones , dust , and rust. n analysis of these images 
will show his skepticism, his attitude toward death, his 
interest in inorganic ma terial s , and his pessimism. 
Fog and! 1st. Fog and ~ist are the symbols of 
Sandburg's agnostic or skeptical attitude toward man and 
nature. 
Desolate and lone 
All night long on tbe lake 
Wnere fog trails and mist creeps, 
The whistle of a boat 
Calls and cries unendingly, 
Like some lost child 
In tears and trouble 
iiuntin~ the harbor's breast 
And the harbor ' s eyes. 9 
9sandburg, _££. cit., "Lost," p. 5. 
13 
Fog creeps into the poet ' s desolate and lone 
mind and evokes rlis cries for somet ing lost. "Lost" is 
not a mere description of nature , but a picture of his o~m 
m nd. nd t he auditory image of t he whistle from the boat 
" hunting the harbor ' s heart" and ''t he harbor's eyes," is 
effectively combined with the ima e of the fo8 . The sound 
effect is also noticeable in t lis poem . The stop coneo-
nants--1 , ~ ' ! , ! , i , and 5 , combined wit low vowels , 1 
sounds , and sibilants, 0L1t of Wt1icL t,.e conEonances of _!, 
~' and 1 sounds are remarkable, create an effective con-
trast between tne stealthy .:novement of tl1e fo;; and t be keen 
bitterness of tt:e poet ' s mind . Thus the image of t.ie 
w istle as t ne poet ' s inner voice is reinforced by t ~e 
superb combinationP of sounds. Sandburg ' s poetry often 
has a moody suggestion t hat he desires something lc2t . 
• just stops and wonders , wit ~out bot~erin~ to analyze 
his mood. 
On a fo 6 gy day , the sea and t he waves bring back 
a dream of a l ost thin5, or a person that is gone . rob-
ably it is a reflection of one ' s own yout '1 wr~ict never 
comes back again . An image of a blue-and-steel-eyed boy 
who went to sea lon~ , long ago occurs out of t he foggy 
sea: 
All day long in fog and wind, 
The waves have flung t teir beatin~ crests 
Against the palisades of adamant . O 
lOrbid., "11 Da Long ," p . 66 . 
Ships go ing out of the harbor are also the 
o bje c t of the poet ' s wondering . Black ships move "like 
mastodons / Arising from letharic sleep" of t he harbor, 
into the "low-reverberating calls" of t t e sea, and the 
"wide , far-lifting wilderness" of the sea, 
lunging , 
Doggedly onward plunging, 
Into salt and mist and foam and sun. 11 
14 
uerein also can be found andburg's sense of longing and 
wonder; t he call of t ne sea touc hes and moves the poet's 
soul , but he does not know what may await him over t he sea: 
perhaps "salt and mist and foam and sun . " 
For Sandburg poetry is 11 t '.1e last answer" written 
on the mist, and besides, t be answers only "go back to dus t 
and mist . " :r-:e loves dust and mist, not simply because t he 
pearl- and - gray-colored mist c hanges drab and dull things 
"into points of mystery quivering with color," but also 
because 
The whole world was mist once long a o and some 
day it will all go back to mist . 2 
Sandburg ' s cosmology in "T he v,ist 11 reflects his agnostic 
thought . "I am the mist , the impalpable mist," says he . 
11 Ibid ., "All Day Long ," p . 66 . 
12 Ibid . , 11 Lo s t Answers , 11 p . 5 7 • 
11 ·vry arms are long, / Long as the reach of time and 
space. 1113 
Sometimes fog creeps over t ne harbor and city 
like a cat crouc cing "on silent r..aunches , 11 and at other 
times it wraps warmly t he heart sbivering wit h sins . A 
lonely fig ure of t he poet wno walks "in t he c tang ing 
scarf of mist" wit 1 the collar of t1 is coat tu.rned up , 
occurs to t ne reader Wden ne tal ks: 
Open t he door now. 
Go roll up t he collar of your coat 
To walk in t he c hang ing scarf of mist 
Yes , tell your sins 
And know how careless a pearl fo g is 
Of t he laws you have broken .14 
Dusk . The imagery of dusk and twilight is 
closely related to t hat of fo g and mist . "T he Road and 
15 
t he End" implies t he " shapes of hunger" wandering and "t he 
fugitives of pain" g oing by , which appear out of dusk . 15 
For Sandburg t he dus k is also t oe time for musing and 
dreaming. Wit day's end, t he poet goes ba c k . And "t ee 
old remembered pictu.res" come back to hi m--t he pic tures of 
"lost days when t he day's loss / ,{rote in tears toe heart's 
13rbid., 11 The 1ist,'' p . 75 . 
14rbid ., "Pearl Fog ," p . 54 . 
15rbid., "T he Road and t ne End ," p . 42 . 
16 
loss." And forte poet of violent speech, the dusk is 
t he time for quiet rest: 
Tears and loss and broken dreams 
~y find your heart at dusk . 16 
11 0n the Breakwater" is a fresh and vivid oil 
painting. In the blue dusk of su~mer a boy and a girl 
are sitting on tte breakwater . Tbey are face to face but 
talk "without words" and sing "r 1yt .. ms in silence wi tL eac[. 
ot her ," for tne dusk is filled witb.. silent words and 
rhythms: 
A funnel of white ranges the blue dusk from 
an outgoing boat . 
laying itB searctlight, puzzled , abrupt, 
over a streak of green . 
And tne two on tr.e breakwater keep t~eir 
silence, sne on nis knees .17 
The dusk is also tte source of Sandburg's agnos-
tic prayer. ._is wistfullness mixed with a sense of lone-
liness cries for expression in "~ t a Window": 
Give me hunger , 
you gods tnat sit and give 
Tne world its orders. 
Give me hunger , pa in and want, 
Shut me out with shame and failure 
From your doors of gold and fame, 
Jive rne your shabbiest, weariest hunger ! 
16Ibid ., " Dreams in toe Dusk, 11 p . 65 . 
17 rbid., 11 n tt1e 3reakwater ," p. 53 . 
17 
In t he dusk of day-s hapes 
Blurring the sunset , 
ne little wandering , weste r n star 
Tnrus t out from the changing SGores of shadow . 
Let me go to the window , 
Watch t here the day-snapes of dusk 
nd wait and know the coming 
fa little love.18 
When "t be dusk of day-shapes" closes a day , tt-e poet 
watc nes a little wanderin6 star and speaks quietly to 
the gods, "Give me your shabbiest, weariest hunger!' ' 
ut t rie image of wistfulness is not embodied concretely 
enoug h; in bis c hao tic mind something unknown is merely 
whirling aro und , see kine, expression . -fhen Sandburg deals 
wit h abstract ideas , nis poem reveals his lack of compres-
sion. lt hougn uis subtle sensibility is shown brilliantly 
in some s nort lyrics, nis sensuous use of imagery has little 
aptitude for expression of abstract ideas. In other words , 
his poe tic representation is, in many cases, am re picture 
colored richly by words directly appealin to sense , and 
his images are rarely enhanced to t1e level of symbol . 
1-'ioonl 15 ht. ut of a few go od poems wnic~ reveal 
Sandburg 's superb visual pe rception, "Nocturne in a Deser-
te d Brickya rd" is a s excellent in its evocation of imagery 
as "Fog" and "Lo st ." Tl1e moonlight making delicate " (f~ lux-
ions of ye llow and dusk on t he waters" "under t r:e curving 
18 I bid ., "ta 1'Vi ndow," p . 49 . 
18 
willows " is exquisitely embodied into an image of "a wide 
dreaming pansy ." The reader is thrilled ratner at t :-1e 
feeling of its coolness--a ttermal image coming close to 
his skin . 19 
In "Wnitelight ," the moonligut also evokes t'-:e 
poet's dreaming and ~using: 
Your whitelig nt flasLes t ee frost tonight 
i~on of the purple and silent west . 
Remember me one of your lover of dreams . 20 
For Sandburg the soft silver lie '~t of tr1e harvest 
moon implies a whisper of deat h-- 11 t :'le gray mocker," and 
"t he flagrant crimson11 of tte summer roses is love wit h 
little hands , whic ~ 
Comes and touches you 
Tli t h a t1ousand memo ries, 
nd asks you 
Beautiful, unanswerable questions . 21 
y quick response to nature, Sandburg perceives 1er 
" lb1eautiful , unanswerable questions" and wonders and 
wonders. 
And at one time tne poet ' s imagination flies 
softly far , far away . In t he back yard under the silver 
19Ibid., 11 11octurne in a Deserted .r3rickyard, 11 p . 55 . 
20Ibid., 11 Wnitel i ght," p . 34 . 
2lrbid., "Under the fla rvest Noon," p . 49 . 
19 
rain, he sits "drinking white thoughts" whict the moon of 
su.mmer "rain down.u An Italian boy ls playing t he accor-
dion; a olisn boy and tis girl are throwing t he moon 
kisses; an old man is dreaming: 
Shine on, 0 moon , 
Stake ou.t more and more silver c hanges. 22 
Sandburg ' s attitude toward death is often re-
flected by his ima~e of tne cool moonligrt , as s hown in 
" Under t (le Harvest uoon ." The poet sees a picture of t he 
dead in t he cold stretc h of t he moonlit sand du.nes: 
dnat do we see here in t he sand dunes of the 
wnite moon wit. our t houghts, Eill, 
Alone wit lour dreams, Bill ••• 
The dead more tan all t hese g rains of sand 
one by one piled here in t he moon .•• 23 
As'es, Cinder, Fire , Flame , bones. As mentioned 
before, Sandburg 's poetic world is immensely ric h in color. 
Bu t do his colors have human warmt h? Why is it tat t he 
more fres h and vivid his representation is in color, the 
further aiay it ie from human feelings? In his poetry one 
can feel something impersonal and cold, like an inorganic 
substance. r.is direct response to color is, in ot her words , 
an indication of his fascination wit h t hings without life--
ash, cinder, fire, flame, and bones. 
22Ibid., 11 back Yard ," p. 53. 
23rbid., "Dunes," p. 27 . 
Crimson is the slow smolder of t he cigar end 
I hold , 
Gray is the ash tbat stiffens and covers all 
silent fire . 24 
~ve r yone dies and becomes as hes. A g reat man wr.om t be 
poet has known now lies in his coffin . l e is as h--an 
extinguished flame . ~andburg only sits and smokes and 
watc hes his t houghts come and go . Is not t here a drab, 
g ray world like a faded old photograph berind his vivid 
contrast of color? One finds that t he colorfulness of 
his touch is only on t ~e surface . And he wonders ne re, 
too . The essence of his impressionism appears clearly 
when he says : "I sit here in cumbering s.adows / and 
smoke and watch !Bl t oug hts come and b.2. · " 
20 
The poem 11 bat h" reveals .:>andbur5 ' s g ra y world 
buried under t he colorfulness more obviously t nan any 
o ther poems . The whole world is II a grinning sku1 l and 
cross bones . 11 "Everyt hing is / a fake. Dust to dust and 
ashes to ashes and then an/ old darkness and a useless 
silence . 11 He listened to t he concert of t [1e fiddle, but 
there was no change: 
Only ttere was a singing fire and a climb of roses 
everlastingly over t r e world he loo ked on . 25 
24rbid ., "Crimson," p . 34 . 
25rbid . , " Bat b, 11 p . 26 . 
21 
The colorful words "a singing fire" and "a climb of roses'' 
are merely effective in emphasizing t he drabness of as ~ 
and dust ratner t han zest for life. For Sandburg fire i s 
the shadow of death rat her t han a symbol of burning life 
and vitality. 
The i mag e of bones under t he sea is .:::>andburg ' s 
visualized long ing for inorganic, i mpe rsonal substance . 
·.vhen he says in "Bones, 11 
Sling me under t he sea 
ack me down in t he salt and wet .••• 
And I shall be song of t hunder, crash old
2
eea, 
Down on t he floors of salt and wet •••• b 
the image of bones under t 1e sea is illustrated in con-
trast wi tL t t1ose of colorful fish in t he sea--"long , green-
eyed scavengers ," and "pu rple fis h." Sandburg ' s color, 
when it is the most brilliant, emits t he cool lignt like 
tte eyes of fish which have just now stopped mov·ng on t he 
grass . 
ust. Sandbur6 often draws a sketch of the 
streets of Chicago, w!1ere 11 dust of feet" and ''dust of t he 
wl1eels" are raised all day / as if t ~1ey were a symbol of 
a modern city. In "Clark Street Bridge ," da ytime is ex-
pressed in terms of dust, and night t r. rough mist and 
stars: 
26 Ibid., 11 .dones," p. 58 . 
Stars and mist again 
10 more feet or wheels , 
ro more dust and wagons . 27 
The nig_t of tne big city is filled wit h ~an ' s dreams , 
desires and wistfulness . Out of the quietude , various 
voices are heard~ "Voices of broken heart, / . 
22 
voices sinsing , sing ing ,/ ilver voices, sin~ing . " 
Day and night are symbolically expressed by a s l arp con-
trast of dust, and stars and mist . 
'' Tl1ey v·ill ay" gives the reader a picture of 
workers in the slum , who put their children between the 
wall s of the dirty houses away from the sun, t he dew, and 
the glimmering 5rass , 
To work , broken and smothered, for bread and 
wages 
To eat duqt in thei8 t hroats and die empty hearte d . • • • 2 
The image of duet in this poem is vivid enough tc express 
t ne sufferings of daylaborers when he says t bat t hey "eat 
dust in their t hroats ••• " 
Du.st is also a symbol of deatn . ··ndertakers and 
g rave di ggers "i1andle du.st going to a long country ." .b..ven 
a son of a millionaire , a "mercnant prince," is reduced to 
dust, surrounde d by 
27Ibid ., " Clark Street Bridge," p . 7 . 
28 1bid ., " They /ill Say ," p . 5 . 
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roses , lilacs , hy drangeas , tulips, 
For perfume and color , sweetness of remembrance 
r ound his last long home . 29 
r o image is better t han t oat of duet to symbolize 
emptiness of neart . .oe fore deat l: , life is just "Yellow 
dust on a humble/ bee ' s wing . " The memories of life are 
only crum bling sand, which shines red "in t he changing / 
sunset embers . " ,.ere dust is symbolic of the tedium of 
life . 
Yellow dust on a humble 
bee ' s wing , 
Grey lights in a woman ' s 
as k ing eyes, 
Red ruins in the c hang ing 
sunset embers: 
I take you and pile hi gh 
t ee memorie s . 
eath will break her claws 
on some I keep . 30 
Rust . Under the immovable reality of society , 
andburg seems to take superhuman force into his Jody and 
snout against t oe mechanism of society . t suc h a time, 
· is poetry often assumes "mystic" emotion . Sandbur g , wisl-
in6 to be t he undertow washing and battering t ne p illars of 
t he society , flings eloquent protest: 
I am a sleepless 
Slow faring eater , 
~-laker of rust and rot 
29Ibid ., "Graceland ," p . 11 . 
30 ibid ., " Troths , " p . 35 . 
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In your bastioned fastenings, 
Caissons deep •••• 31 
The undertow is law and strength older than human society . 
This image of the undercurrent flowing in a different 
direction under the surface of the water, visualizes his 
severe protest against social injustice effectively. At 
the same time, however, herein lies the limit of Sandburg's 
naturalistic way of thinking; t t e function of his poetic 
picture remains within the boundary of empathy. 
His devotion to the images of dust, ash, and rust 
indicates his agnostic pessi~ism. Such a fascination with 
inorganic things, it can be said, is t he most physical 
response to the cold, impersonal mechanism of modern 
society. Therefore, Sandburg ' s poetic manner lacks t he 
intensity of profound ideas, alt hough it is effective to 
some extent in evoking moods . 
C. Bandbur5 's Treatment of~ and rature 
in Chicago oems 
We have seen in the last section that Sandburg's 
characteristic images--as it were, the expression of his 
impressionism--show a sensuous response to inorganic sub-
stances and taat these images show not only a cold and 
3libid ., " Under," p . 47. 
25 
i mpersonal fee l i ng but also a dubious skepticism , a 
puzz l ed unce r t ainty , and a helpless bewilderment . This 
conclus i on will be supported if we make an examination of 
hi s t reatment of man and nature . 
Suc 1 an examination is important to our explo-
r ation of his t urning from impressionism to fol klorism 
because folklore is a product of a people , of a human 
society ; and a study of andburg ' s view of man will enable 
us to identify t he early interests and tendencies whic n 
l ater developed into what we have called fol klorism. 
Ou t of fifty- five poems of " Chicago oems , 11 t '.1e first 
section of Chica o oe, s , a bout t r. irty pieces are por-
traits of workers and low- class people--a s hovel man, 
mucke rs , a fis h crier , a farmer , a dynamiter , a nigser, 
an ice - '. End l er , a cripple, passers- by , working girl s , 
undertakers , nearse drivers , g rave diggers , a pig- s tic ker, 
a policeman , and so fort : . 
A good number of faces , empty of dreams, trnn~er-
s t r i cken , and in searc h of happiness, appear a s if t he 
r eader were in an exhibition of p hotographs; for instance, 
ft Family of :-.ian" : 
I am t ne nigger 
inger of son~~ ' 
Dancer . • • • 
32.1£i£., 11 Nigger ,'1 p . 23 . 
This poem, "Nigger," is a typical examnle which reveals 
andburg's technique, especially in its tone, its sharp 




"softer tban fluff of cotton" 
11 harder than dark earth" 
11 hands like hams 11 
"crazy as t he sun and dew and • • • " 
"red love of t he blood of woman" 
11 whi te love of t Le tumbling " 
"pie kaninnies 11 
etaphor. "breaking cras h of laugoter" 
"lazy love of t he banjo t hrum" 
26 
The poem is a brilliantly sparkling p icture, and 
its tone is t hat of eloquent speec h . In its " brea k ing 
rhythm, 11 everyone mu. s t reco gnize .Sandburg 's love ana idol-
a try of the primitive streng t h of a ne g ro who is " neaving 
life of t he jungle" and 11 smiling t.;.e slumber dreams of t ne 
old jungle." Alt houg h the poem is motivated by his humani-
tarian sympat hies, it lacks human warmt b evoked from tre 
insight into the negro's neart and mind. e hind t he brutal 
expression one feels Sandburg's fascination wit t1 t ~e cold, 
inorganic elements. The reader will be attracted by t he 
sweeping rush of t he words, vivid, flas hing i mages, and t he 
intense, flaming pictures, but after reading t he poem, 
nothing will remain except some mood . 
27 
In treating the masses, Sandburg also perceives 
their tremendous force, which is similar to tne natural 
force of "tne endless tide maneuvers": 
mong the mountains I wandered and saw blue 
haze and red crag and was amazed ••• 33 
Tne Dipper slanting over the horizon's grass also made 
him thoug ntful. And just in t t e same way, tbe millions 
of the poor, patient and toilin3 , who are more patient and 
toiling t han mountain crag s, tides, and stars, g ive hi~ 
"the solemn thrill.'' The poor are "patient as t he dark-
ness of night," 3andburg says, and t Ley are "all broken, 
humble ruins of nations." , e presents an identification 
of t he masses with natural forces. l o poem reveals his 
idolatry of super uman force so well as t his poem, 
11 11asses." 
1t h all its exterior vividness, Sandbu· 3 1 s 
poetry lacks powerful appeal rising up from t he dept hs of 
human psychology. ; nen wit c t oe coming of t he twentiet h 
century t he people's up heaval began to s nake t ne social 
foundation of America, t he poet showed his sensuous 
reaction to the violent forces of t he people surg ing up 
like the angry waves. ~ut as far as nis poetry is con-
cerned, his socialistic idea is spontaneous and simple. 
33rbid., " 11 asses, 11 p. 4. 
In some of the other poems , a good illustration of t his 
point is presented: 
Passing t hrough huddled and ugly walls 
By doorways w~ere women 
Looked from t neir hunger-deep eyes, 
Haunted wit h s hadows of hunger- hands, 
Out from t he huddled and ugly walls , 
I came sudden, at t he city ' s edge, 
On a blue burst of lake, 
Long lake waves breaking under t e suo
4 On a spray-flung curve of s hore •• . ) 
The vivid contrast between r unger-stricken women in t he 
dirty alley and "a blue- burst" of t he lake and narbor 
evokes t he poet ' s amazement and wonder at t he misery of 
t he poor . But his picture tells not hing but his amaze-
ment and mood . 
28 
nd wnen Sandburg watc hes pa s sers- by coming a nd 
going along t ne sidewalks, be find s various hopes and 
frustrations impressed on t he many faces: 
Throats in t ne clutc n of a hope, 
Lips written over wit h strivings, 
~out~ t nat kiss only for love •.• 
I read t nem 
en you passed by . 35 
andburg loves an image of s !IBdow. The passers-by in t t is 
poem are frail shadows of men who are frustrated and emp t y 
of wis hes. They are merely drifting far against t he 
34 rbid ., "T ne 1arbor," p . 5 . 
35rbid ., 11 assers-by , 11 p . 7 . 
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background just like t he obscure figures of a black-and-
white picture . It does not seem t hat he is concerned wit h 
what kind of hopes and wishes they have . 
A comparison between andburg 's 11 .1; amie" and 
Edgar Lee l'-1asters' "Lucinda 11 or "Anne Rutledge" s hows a 
big difference in t he dept h of t he two poet's t houghts . 
In spite of its restrained gloomy tone, 11 namie 11 lac ks t he 
t hree- di mensional s tructure cons isting of tone, picture, 
and t hougbt . robably t he fig ure of a blue-eyed slender 
g irl occurs to t he reader when he says: 
And even now she beat s her head a gains t t ne 
ars in t ne same old way and wonders if 
t here is a bigger place t he railroads 
run to from Chicago where ma ybe t here i s 
romance 
and bi g t hings 
and real dreams 
t nat never go smas h. 36 
A g irl standing at t he narrow, dark alley and loo k~ ng 
up at t ne sky . 
as a part of it . 
ut ner fig ure fades into t he bac kground 
In a sense, man is considered to be a mere part 
of his environment in modern industrial society, or a small 
cog of a g i gantic mac hine. But an artist's response to 
suc n a phenomenon as t he dwarfing of a human being ough t 
not to be an unconscious resonance wit h it . ne of t he 
36 rbid ., 11 amie,'' p . 17. 
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main defects of modernists poets, including the Imagists 
or the Impressionists, is tt1at they depend for t heir 
creative impulse upon a sensuous response to t he violent 
force of modern mechanism . An unconscious resonance wit h 
the inhuman force , a delig ht in self-torment, or self-pity, 
or a sort of sadistic pleasure in an extreme case, is 
often a springboard of t he modernist artists . 
In "F'is h Crier, 11 t ne c haracter is made completely 
a part of t ne vivid scene: 
I know a Jew fish crier down on Maxwell Btreet 
with a voice like a nort n wind blowing 
over corn stubble in January. 
He dangles nerring before prospec t ive customers 
evincing a joy identical wit h that of 
avlowa dancing •..• 37 
Even if full of gladness, a fis h crier's voice is "terribl y" 
cold "like a nort h wind blowing over corn stu bble in Jan-
uary." The compactness of t he vivid picture pai tea by a 
few lines of words, whic h is t he trait of Sandbur g 's 
poetry, merely evokes a cold, i mpersonal mood. Si mile rl y , 
various fi g ures of workere and people, who have seldom, 
perhaps never, been described so fully before in t t e t istory 
of American poetry, appear in Chicago Poems: a dago s hovel-
man eating "a noon meal of bread and bologna" by t he railroad 
track; muckers stabbing "t he sides of t he ditc h" and "wip ing 
37rbid ., "Fis h Crier," p. 9 . 
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sweat off their faces / ni th red bandanas"; t he tall dark 
old prize- fignter ; a dynamiter wtose 11 lau.6 h rang like t he 
call of eray birds filled with a glory of joy • " 
oems on a stone- face , an ztec mask , ~emus , a 
phinx , and a bronze statue reveal t he same touc h with 
whic h bandburg treats man in t he above-auoted poems . In 
an ztec mask t ne poet aas discovered a man ' s face whic, 
he had long wanted to see; t ae face is: 
Ready for the hammers of c hang ing , chang i ng 
years , 
Ready for t he sleeping , sleeping years of 
silence . . 
A cry out of storm and dark , a red yell and a 
pur ple prayer , 
beaten s nape of as hes . 38 
nd in "i•wmus , 11 andburg s::ows nis fascination with super-
human for ce , as in ".i:1asses . " •lOmus g ives t ne poet "t he 
human ease of a moun t ain peak , pur ple , silent . 11 I omus 
i s " eye - wi t ness of t he spawning ti des of men and women/ 
wa r ming always in a dr if t of millions t o t he dus t of toil, 
t he salt of tears • • • "39 
Viewed i n t hi s light , Sand burg ' s treatment s of 
man and nat ure have p roved to be clearly connected wit h 
eac h ot her by his basic wa y of pe rcep tion-- t he s keptical 
38 r bi d . , "Az t e c ~a sk ," p . 44 . 
39 rbid . , " emus," p . 45 . 
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wonder at man and nature and the identification of these 
two, which are s nown by the dominant imagery of inorganic 
substance . Despite the brilliance of tne surface, t be 
men t.e treats lack a strong impulse from wit nin . Tbe 
following poem indicates the essence of Sandburg's poetic 
manner in Cnicago oems: 
Gasping slowly nis last days with t he white 
plague, 
Looking from hollow eyes, calling for air, 
Desperately gesturing wit h wasted hands 
In tee dark aRd dust of a house down in a 
slum • • • .o 
Tne cripple desired to be a tall sunflower 11 LiJ ifting a 
golden-grown face to the summer," and wis t ed to watch 
wonderingly nig ct after night II Lt] ne clear silent pro-
cessions of stars . 11 All toat one can find here is 
pessimism , wistfulness, doubt and fascination with t he 
superhuman forces of nature . The or6anic view o~ nature 
held by the Romantic poets is foreibn to Sandburg. 
D. The ~ssence of Sandburg ' s Impressionism 
Vachel Lindsay, who is often regarded as Sandburg's 
predecessor , revived the dreams and legends of the great 
prairie for the American people, who were departing from 
them under the influence of the twentieth-century machine 
civilization , when ~e sang: 
40Ibid ., 11 Cripple," p . 15 . 
The flower-fed buffaloes of the spring 
In t ne days of long ago, 
Ranged where t ne locomotives sing 
And the prairie flowers lie low:--
And tossing , blooming , perfumed g rass 
Is swept away by the wheat, 
Wneels and wheels and wheels spin by 
In the spring that still is sweet. 
But the flower-fed buffaloes of t he spring 
Left us, long ago. • 41 
33 
But Lindsay could t hink of his age and t he future 
only in terms of the g reat prairie where t he spring was 
still sweet. e could not accept t he roar of t he loco-
motives into his poetic world , which was filled with the 
pathos caused by t ne loss of "the tossing , blooming, per-
fumed grass ••• swept away by t he wneat ." 
Therefore , as far as Chicago Poems is concerne d , 
t here is no affinity between Sandburg and Lindsay. Sand -
burg's "C hicago" is colored by t he explosive images of t he 
brutal city "laughing wit h white teet h, 11 wit h 11 du E , all 
over his mout h," "fling ing magnetic curses." Lindsay's 
fear of t he locomotives was not shared by t he Chicago poet. 
The American poetic scene was expanded by Sandburg ' s treat-
ment of the raw materials which hit herto had been excluded 
from t he province of t he poet . In t his respect almost all 
critics ag ree in their evaluations of Sandburg ; for example, 
41vac hel Lindsay, "T he Flower-Fed Buff aloes," 
quoted from , odern American Poetry and .1.v!odern Briti sh 
oetry, ed. by Louis Untermeyer (New York, 1950), p . 247 . 
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Lo uisenogan , wno is bitterly critical of Sandburg ' s later 
work , says : 
andburg ••• broadened the field by nis descrip-
tions of scenes of industry : of the packing houses, 
the mills , and t he factories at t he outskirts of 
the cities , by wnic h the cities were fed and of 
whic h t he cities were somew hat as hamed . And t his 
i ndustrial g rime , stench , grinding , s hriek , and 
clatter is celebrated by Sandburg, as well as 
described . 42 
It would be a g reat mistake, however, to consider 
Sandburb as merely or even primarily a poet of American 
industrialism . Indeed he made a positive and violent re-
sponse to industrial society , but his poetic representation 
has anot, ... er side, which may reflect a troubled indecisive-
ness . ne can say t nat t he two aspects of Chica;;,:o ..t'oems 
whic . are represented by "C r1 icago 11 and "Fog" are, despite 
the difference in appearance, essentially t he same in his 
basic poe t ic pe rceptions, as has been establiA he 1n the 
p r evious tvo sections . 
"Chicago" is characterized by ~andburg ' s vio-
lentl y sensuous reaction to t he brutal force of modern 
industrialism; on t his point , Amy Lowell ' s words are sugges-
tive: 
i•1r . andburg is like a man striving to batter down 
a jail with balls of brightly coloured glass . He 
may well alter points of view by focussing t ~em 
421ouise Bogan , Achievement in American Poetry: 
12.QQ.- 1950 (Chicago, 1915) , pp . 46-7 . 
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upon his spheres of i r idescent lig ht• but not by 
snooting t hese same spheres from a cannon . 43 
n the ot oer hand, "Fog" and 11 octurne . . . 11 are not a 
romantic expression of t he organic beauty of Hature; as 
seen tnroug h t t1e poet ' s eyes, everyt hing in t he natural 
world emits cold light . In other words, organic nature 
is reduced in ,is poetic world to inorganic substance . 
The brutality of "Chicago" and t ee tenderness 
of "Fo 0 , 11 t herefore, cannot be essential to t t e difference 
between the two aspects of dandburg ' s poetry . Tne ambiv-
alence in Chi cago oems mignt be explained best as t t"e 
difference between eloquent speech and monologue . The 
former is marked by an ep ic tone; t he latter , by a l yric 
sentiment . uc n poems as "Cnicago," "To a Contemporary 
1..,unkshooter , 11 etc ., are typical examples of nis epic type 
in t hat he attempts to tell t he reader eloquent l r s ome 
aspects of so c iety rather t han to sing t r.em . nut even 
in suc h a case , Sandburg is essentially a lyric poet in 
the sense t hat he is mainly concerned with composing 
colorful pict ures and evoking moods . 
Tne essence of Sandburg ' s poetic world lies in 
his sensuous empathy witn t ne impersonal ~ec hanism of modern 
so c iety and to the inorganic side of nature . It migh t be 
43Amy Lowe l l , Tendencies in l•J.odern American 
oetry (New York , 1917) , pp . 200- 32 . 
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said that his agnosticism is felt rat her t han t hought and 
that, since empathy witn natural and superhuman force is 
t he basic motive of bis poetic creation, his technique is 
impressionistic naturalism . 
Thus his sensuous treatment of man and t hings 
received a severe denunciation from many critics; for 
instance, Edmund ·111son criticizes Sandburg as one of "t he 
vers librists, 11 who are victims of a bourgeois aest hetic 
which began to destroy "t he rules of harmony and order and 
measure and taste" wit h t he coming of t he industrial revolu-
tion. In taking up t he case of "poor ~1r. Sandburg ," Wil son 
blames him by saying t hat his "bare prosaic, sordid" f ree 
verse exactly fits his Chicago, wnicn has no harmony , no 
beauty, and no atmosp here for artistic creation, and goes 
on to say: 
[ r] f he had oeen born in France, • • • hi s mind 
would have been pervaded by harmony as soon as Qe 
could see and hear. • • • ne is bored by t he dry-
ness of nis emotions and t he poverty of his vocabu-
lary. He cannot rise among t hese noble a bstractions 
with a free sweep of wings . ..e can walk t t e streets 
wit h sympat hy , but he cannot fly among t he cloud s . 44 
Although the article correctly points out Sand burg ' s 
defects, it completely i gnores his efforts to find poetry in 
the slag of modern industrial society, whicL. had never seen 
44Edmund Wilson , "The Anarchists of Taste " 
Vanity Fair (November 20, 1920), quoted from Golden 1s 
Carl Sandbur~, pp. 177-9. 
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a poetic expression before . Sandburg, one might say , at 
least succeeded in evoking vivid pictures of the new 
civilization and deep sympatny toward the oppressed. 
What is more important be re, however, is Sand-
burg ' s relation to contemporary literary movements--
Imagism and t he Midwestern revolt against t he Genteel 
Tradition . If these elements are overlooked, one can 
understand only half of t he essence of oandburg's poetry. 
In t he earlier Twentieth century, Sandburg's 
use of Imagist technique was pointed out by some critics, 
including my Lowell and Alfred Kreymberg . 45 Sandburg 
himself maintained t hat he would cut all words endin in 
llX and ness- -words describing "state of be ing"--in search 
of "the picture words like Cninese c hara cters . 11 46 And his 
praise of Ezra Pound as t he best poet in England and America 
indicates t hat he attemp ted to learn ound ' s poetic tec h-
nique . After appreciative analysis of ound's poetry , 
Sandburg quotes ~ound ' s words: 
oetry is a sort of inspired mathematics, which 
g ives us equations , not for abstract figures, 
triangles , sp neres and t he like, but equations for 
the human emotions . If one has a mind which incline s 
to magic rather t han science, one will prefer to 
451owell , ~ - cit . , Alfred Kre ymberg , "Carl 
andburg ' s '~ ew Book, oetry (December, 1918) , pp. 155-61. 
46walter Yust, "Carl Sandburg : ,_uman Being ," 
The no ok.man , LII (January 1921), 280-90 . 
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speak of these equations as spells or incantations; 
it sounds more arcane , mysterious, recondite . 47 
If these words are compared witn Sandburg's "Tentative 
(First i"1odel) Definitions of oetry" in J-ood ....iorninc.::, 
America, one can find some affinity; t he re he says, " oetry 
is a mystic, sensuous mathematics of fire, smoke-stacks, 
waffles, pansies, people, and purple sunsets . 11 48 
nd in comparine: t '.1es e words of andburg vdt!1 
some passages of T. E . Hulme' s Speculations, one finds t c1a t 
they exactly fit ~ulme ' s idea of poetry: 
Literature, like memory, selects only the vivid 
patches of life. If literature (realistic) d'd 
really resemble life , it would be interminable, 
dreary , commonplace, eating and dressing, button-
ing, with here and there a patct of vividness. 
Life is composed of e~guisite moments and tne 
rest is shadows oft em . ~ 
Cannot it be said that bandburg's basic imagery 
of inorganic substance and his sensitive and mom~ntary 
response to it find a theoretical expression in tnese words? 
T. E; . .uulrne, wbo is considered to be forerunner 
of the Imagists, also left some imagistic pieces, several 
47Quoted in .... andburg, "The Work of Ezra ound," 
Poetry (February, 1916), pp . 249-57. 
48sandburg, Complete oerns ( ew York, 1950), 
pp . 317-9 . 
49T . , •• ,ulme, .:::,peculations (I,ew York, 1924), 
quoted from Glenn ,ughes ' Imagism and t .e Imagists 
( ~ew York, 1960) , pp . 19-21. 
o f which , surprisingly enou5 h, have a similarity to some 
of andburg ' s poems: 
A touc u of cold in the utu.mn night - -
I walked abroad, 
And saw t he ruddy moon lean over a hedge 
Like a red-faced farmer . 
I did not stop to speak , but nodded , 
And round about were t ne wistful stars 
vitn white like town c hildren . 50 
ne will immediately recall Sandburg's poe ms about t he 
moon . It is needless to add commen t s , if "C hild 1oonft 
i s quoted here: 
The c hi l d ' s wonder 
.At t he old moon 
Comes back nigntly . 
- e points her fin6er 
To the far silent yellow t ning 
Snining t n.roU3 h t ne branc ~es 
'""iltering on t,~e leaves a i:;olden sand, 
Cryi wit 1er little tongue , "See t .• e moon!" 
nd inner bed fading to sleep 
,/1t h babblings of t 1e moon on ne r little mout tJ . 51 
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ccording to .. arry Golden ' s Carl andt ·rg, t.ere 
grew a warm friends l i p between Sandbur and ound int e 
earlier decade of t ne twentiet h ce ntury . 52 Probably it was 
t l1 rou6 h ound ' s influence t ,,a t andburg s t udied Japenese 
poetry . And G-ay ·rnson llen denies Sandburg ' s re-
semblance to ,fni t man and empr.iasizes some si::nilari ty in r.is 
50 i:Ulme, ft utumn, ft quoted from nughes , Ima~ism 
and t he Imagists , p . 18 . 
515andburB , Complete oems (rew l ork , 1950 ), p. 60 . 
52 .r-_arry J-olden, Carl Sandburg (.rew York , 1916), 
pp . 166- 69 . 
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poetry to metaphysical poetry and haiku in its imaginative 
picture , evocative delicacy, and "deeply etcted implica-
ca tion. 11 53 Sandburg himself , referring to the writing of 
"Fog," says, " bout 'Fog ' ••• I nad been sou.sing myself, 
soaking myself, in the Japanese poetry of ,.aikus •.•• 11 54 
ound' s "A Stray Document" shows t hat "Direct 
treatment of the 't hing ' wnether subjective or objective" 
and rl1ytlu "in t_e sequence of the musical phrase" were 
emphasized by the Imas ists as their basic principles . In 
-~ Imagist Poets: _g Antnology , these principles were 
developed more concretely: the significance of the u.se 
of tne common speecc. and "the exact wordc:," t ~e creation 
of new rhyt runs (free-verse), "absolute freedom in t he 
c no ice of subject," t .e presentation of image, creation 
of " ha rd and cleartt poetry, and so fort h.55 .As a meL ber 
of the free-verse movement , Sandburb certainly is strongly 
linked to the Imagists, especially in "Direct treatment of 
t he I t _ in ' 11 cadence rhytnm, and t he use of common speec r . • 
s Louise Hogan points out, Imagism was a reflec-
tion of t he intellectual and artistic atmosphere in earlier 
53Gay ,l • .Allen, "Carl Sandburg , Fire and Smoke ," 
Tne outh Atlantic Quarterly , LI (~ummer 1960), pp . 315-29 . 
54Golden, 2..E · cit ., p. 149. 
55 ome I magist oets: An Anthology , ed . Amy Lowell, 
( oston, 19l~quoted from Lughes ' Imagism ••. , pp . 39-40 . 
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twentieth-century Europe and its influence upon t1e u.~., 
w ich was exemplified in painting by ost-Impressionism.56 
It was a new trend founded on the ruins of naturalistic 
determinism; tne only t hing that t he artists could believe 
was the response of t lleir own sensibility to t he mechanism 
of modern society, which began to show its cold and imper-
sonal quality like t hat of inor6 anic substance . ~1t rougn 
t he Imagist ~ovement , despite its hi gh a mb itions, left no 
particular fruit wit~ very few exceptions, it exerted a 
great influence, direct and indirect, upon t he succeeding 
modernist poets, particularly in t neir conscious efforts 
to polis n tecnniq~e. 
Tne free-verse movement as a whole in t ee earlier 
twentieth century also showed a fierce revolt against 
nineteent h-century Romanticism . Especial l y in ~mer ica, t he 
tremendous development of industry, t he end of t he westward 
movement, and the coming of millions of immig rantc were 
destined to find a new artistic expression. The revolt 
was, therefore, naturally intended to push away puritanical 
and Victorian moralism, as was typically shown when Theo-
dore Dreiser's Sister Carrie was publis hed and immediately 
suppressed. 
56Bogan, 2.E· cit., pp. 1-10, 15, 33, 47. 
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In the nineteen-twenties, however, after Imag ism 
retreated from the poetic front, t he American poetic scene 
came to be divided into roug nly two g roups--t he modern 
aesthetic experimentalists and expatriates (Pound, T. s. 
liot, :harianne .1: oore, Wa.JJ:ace Stevens, etc . ) and t he poets 
of .Americanism (Lindsay, 11~asters, Sandburg, and later 
Step hen Vincent ben,t, .Arc hibald ~acLei sn , etc . ). Thus, 
the above-mentioned revolt against t ~e Genteel Tradition was 
inherited mainly by t he latter group--t he poets of Ameri-
canism. It must be admitted here, however, t hat unless 
any new literary movement establis he s its basic idea and 
principles firmly, it is bound to disappear. Amy Lowell 
could not leave good poems able to stand t he ordeal of 
history because s he did not nave an idea to unif y her color-
ful images. Pound, who later left t he Imag ist Movem~nt, con-
tinuously soug ht new poetic experiments, especially in 
tec hnique . i·ere one must remember 1-:att hew Arnold' s words 
t hat 11 For poetry t he idea is everyt hing . 1157 In t his sense, 
T. s . Eliot's rediscovery of Jo hn Donne, along wit h hi s 
immense knowledge of classical literature and philosop hy , 
laid t he foundation of twentiet h-century anti-romantici sm . 
57:ivatt hew Arnold, 11 The Stud y of Poetry ," quoted 
from The ortable Matt new .Arnold, ed . Lionel Trilling 
( New York, 1949), p . 299. 
On the other hand , on what basis did Sandburg 
create his poetic world? In spite of his affinity with 
the Imag ists , Sandburg ' s biggest difference from t hem 
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lies in his participation in t he Nidwestern revolt a gainst 
the Genteel Tradition of Eastern America, toget her witn 
ot her members of the so-called Chica o g roup . Sherwood 
Anderson , a member of the 0 roup , stated t neir nopes and 
ambitions in those days: 
It was during t hat summer t hat I met Carl and burg 
••• It was the thie ln whicn somet:-ing blossomed 
in Chicago and t he 1iddle West . Dreiser fro m Te rre 
.Laute in Indiana had written and published Si ster 
Carrie and I orris wno already had written .1.:cTeague 
was fighting for Dreiser 2s Dreiser later was to 
fignt for me ..• ~dgar Lee has ters had written 
his Spoon River ntnology; down t he state Vacrel 
Lindsay was shouting fortl1 his stirring verse s ; 
~andbur g was writing his mag ical Chica~o IOeme • 
• • • All over t te country indeed t ~e re was an 
out break of new poets . Somet'..ing whicn had been 
very hard in American life was beginning to crac,, 
and in our group we often spo ke of it hopeful-y • 
. nd now exciting it was . oome tr.ing seemin6ly new8 and fresh was in t he very air we breatned . •• . 5 
Viewed in this li5ht , one can say teat Chica~o 
oems occupies a si6 nificant position in tne literary his-
tory of the United .:i tate s as an expre ss ion of t he young 
voices of new merica . Eu t so long as poetry is t he ex-
pression of a physical and sensuous response to the raw side 
of t ne new civilization, it is merely a superficial 
5B$herwood Ande rson , Sherwood Anderson ' s Memoirs 
( ew York, 1942) , p . 241 . 
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observation . Therefore, a poet must be essentially a 
thinker so that his poetry may go deeply enoQg h to nave 
a civilizing effect on hQIDanity . In t he case of Sandburg, 
althou6 n socialistic ideas underlie nis poetic represen-
tation, as has been remarked in the previous section , he 
was as a socialist a feeler, not a t hinke r. There is no 
vision of t ne future found oe ms ; in place of 
tnat , dubious uncertainty , sensuous love of t ee masses, and 
wors hip of super numan power are obvious l y remarkable . Thus 
one can conclude here t hat Chica50 oems i s a sensuous ex-
pression of tne 11.1idwestern revolt aga inst t he Genteel 
Tradition and t ne new civilization . uu t later Sandbu r g 
was to find somet ning reliable as a pnilosophical basis 
of poetic representation . In t his sense, some c canges 
began to appear gradually in his second volume of poe try . 
erhaps some inkling of t hese c nanges was in his mind 
when he said: 
There is a g roup of us in t he Uni ted States, •. • 
er t.aps you'd call us a type--w ,.o are strugglin8 
along after a kind of freedom . ve are not sure 
we are writing pee try . . • • ,re may never win t bi s 
freedom; maybe we ' ll be interesting to future 
generations only because we are a step toward a 
hig her development . I don ' t know . 59 
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Sandburg stands far a nead of his predecessor, 
Vacnel Lindsay, bot~ in his treatment of industrial America 
and in his modernist idea and tecnnique, but eventually ne 
was to follow Lindsay's footsteps in nis searco for tne 
folk tradition. 
C1..A TER III 
SA DBURG'S LATER FOLKLORIS1 
A. Prairie and Steel 
before Sandburg found his new direction in folk-
lorism, he evidently spent some time searc~ing for a reso-
lution to the poetic problems whico beset him . His second, 
third, and fourth books--Cornhuskers (1918), Smoke and 
Steel (1920), and ~labs of toe bunburnt 1.fest (1922)--display 
t is search. 1 ithin tne broad limits of impressionism, 
whicn way should he go? Torn between conflicting epic and 
lyric tendencies, wuich s ould ae follow .... aving come to 
some measure of success, what should he do now? 
An examination of tnese volumes will show that 
t hey reveal a conscious or unconscious uncertainty. As 
~andburg follows now tnis, now that vein wricn he discovered 
in his first volume, follows eacn fartr;er tban he had taken 
it previously, he gets more and more distant from a unify-
ing center . ne is drawn to American faces and scenes, to 
the superhuman force of industrialism, to introspection and 
self-examination, to pnilosophical fatalism, to a half-
socialistic celebration of the laborinb class, to pessi-
mistic broodings on history, and to a mystical contempla-
tion of God and nature. In short, .:)andburg gropes through 
t he world within and world without , through philosopoy , 
politics , and religion , seeking some t neme around whic~ 
al l his poetic efforts can coalesce . 
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jandburg ' s second book of verse , Corn huskers, 
contains no harsh, violent poems of belligerent radicalism 
like those in Chicago oe~s , and a softening became remark-
ably do inant . ven some poe~s wnich at first glance seem 
to have a radical tone , for instance, "Always tne ~.ob" and 
11 1,1e:noir of a roud I..;OY, '' show a surprisingly deeper mellow-
ness, and even melancholy . \/hen >:1e sings in t he former 
poem: 
The mob? A typ ~oon tearing loose an island 
from t ousand-year oorin sand bastions , 
s~ooting a volcanic ast wit l a fire ton~ue 
t 1at lic ks up cities and peoples . Layers of 
worms eating roc ks and forming loam and 
valley floors for potatoes , wneat, water-
melons . 
Tne ~ob A jag of lightning , a 6eyser , a 
s ravel mass loosening . 
I am born in t he mob- -I die in the mob--t c.e 
same goes for you--
I don ' t care woo you are .• 1 
one can find no more his sensational worship of t t e force 
of t he masses, as in 11 1 Am t he People, t re :Mob . " .And 
11 ~v1emoir of a ..i?roud J..,oy, 11 an elegy for Don .i::acgregor, wto 
was a labor- class hero of t he Ludlow massacre, is marked 
lcar l Sand burg , " 1 ways t he 1~10 b , 11 Complete 
oe ms (New York , 1950) , pp . 110-11 . 
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by a deep sorrow and a suppressed anger ratrer than by a 
bombastic style . In addition , most of the poems in Corn-
luskers are colored by the poet ' s mellower perception of 
the 1 merican people and land . He warmly and eloquently, 
but softly, speaks to t he reader about t r1e .1idwestern 
p r airie , a village in late summer , t~e street band, an 
Illinois far er, a wasterwonan , Suffa lo Hill, Gld Osawatamie, 
and so forth . Cbviously andburg was attempting to discover 
sometning enduring and valuable in t be land and t re people 
in the 1\, ddle ,lest . 
The rairie sings to me in t ne forenoon and I 
know in t~e ni:~t I rest easy in t~e prairie 
arms , on t ~e prairie hea rt . • . . 
. fter t ,1e sunburn of tee day 
nandlint; a pitct fork at a '.:.ayrac':r , 
after the eggs and biscuit and coffee, 
the pearl-e:,ray 1.1ays tac 1rn 
in the g loaming 
are cool prayers 
to t ce ha rvest •1and s . . • . 2 
~an 1 s victory over t he wilderneRs and man 's 
sweat and blood are praised niglly here . vandbur 1 s out-
look is extended to t te dreams in his boyhood as a hobo 
and to t he days of pioneer l1.ardships . Tl1is is evidently a 
sign of t ne turning of his poetic expression toward folk-
lo rism . The reader feels a fres ~ wind blowing over the 
g r eat prairie when ~e sings: 
2 11 Prairie, " Ibid . , pp . 79-85 . 
0 p r airie girl , be lonely , singing , dreaming , 
waitinB-- your lover comes--your child comes--
t e years creep with toes of April rain on 
new- turned sod ••.• 3 
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The images of dust and ashes , unlike t._ose of 
ChicaBO oems , seem to assume a bri~~ter color and a new 
hope: 
I tell you tne past is a bucket of asnes , 
I tell you yesterday is a wind 0 one down , 
a sun dropped in the west ..•• 4 
Tnrou6 nout the poem , nowever , ne speaks about 
the land , the people, and tne cities witn a tone of 
reverence for superhuman force . ,:ere is also an identif i-
cation of human and superQuman forces, as in Chica~o 
his basic attitude of bandburg ' s underlies most of the 
other poems of Corn1uskers . At one time, a worship of 
tremendous power is sung in terms of prayers of steel: 
Lay me on an anvil , 0 God .••• 
Deat me and na~mer ne into a steel spike •• 
Take r ed- hot rivets and fasten me into t .. e 
central girders . 
Let me be t he great nail nolding a sky sQraper 
trrougr. blue nichts into wllite stars . ? 
Here can be foLllld nis attitude toward modern industrialis~ . 
er~ps he was tbe first poet who discovered poetry in 
steel , a symbol of modern industrial society . Prayers of 
3rbid ., p . 85 . 
4 rbid ., p . 85 . 
5" Prayers of ..::iteel , 11 Ibid ., pp . 109- 110 . 
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steel are the prayers of steel workers, whose sweat and 
strength go into steel and hold a big skyscraper high in 
the starry nignt . The poem is a strange mixture of Sand-
burg ' s t1umani tarian love of workers and his sensuous re-
sponse to industry . The dominant imagery is that of cold 
inorganic substance , through which one senses some pessi-
mistic feelings in the poet ' s idea . 
And at anotner time, the discovery of a wilderness 
o r of a many- sidedness within himself is expressed in terms 
of superhuman nature in "Wilderness . " 
There is a wolf in me . fangs pointed 
for tearing ~asaes • 
There is an eagle in me and a mocking bird 
and tne eagle flies among tne Rocky 
~ountains of my dreams and fights among 
tne Sierra crags of what I want ••• 
I am a pal of tge world: I came from 
the wilderness . 
Although these images of the wild animals and Jirds are 
ve ry colorful, they reveal ~andburg's lack of intensity 
and unity of imagery . 
Sandburg's love of cool , inorganic substance 
reaches its climax in several--not many--short, tender 
poems in Cornnuskers. The image of "the cool moist loam" 
implies his fatalism; man sleeps in loam, rises, and 
stands to a "whiff of life . " 
6" Wilde r ness," Ibid ., p . 100 . 
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We stand , then , 
To a whiff of life , 
Lifted to t he silver of the sun 
ver and out of the loam 
day . 7 
uandburg ' s fatalism emits a cool, drab light 
when he thinks that everyone turns to asnes "in the dust, 
in the cool tombs , " even Lincoln , L.Jlysses Grant, and 
ocanontas ' body "lovely as a poplar, sweet as a red haw 
in 1 ovember or / a pawpaw in 1-~ay ••• 11 and he asks 
dubiously~ 
... tell me if t he lovers 
are losers ••. tell me if any get more t han 
lovers ••. in t he dust ••• in t he cool 
tombs .8 
After all, one finds t r.at the bright color in " rairie" 
is an exceptional representation in Cornbuskers . A short 
piece , 11 drass,'' also reveals t he poet ' s fatalistic view 
of life; nwnerous dead bodies were piled and red 'Ced to 
bones in many battle fields--at usterlitz, ia terloo, 
~ettysburg, Ypres, and Verdun--and t ~e grass, as toe 
witness of t r: ese ,iuman follies, whispers: 
I am t he g rass 
Let me work . • 9 
7 11 Loam, 11 Ibid . , p . 98 . 
8 ttcool Tombs," Ibid ., p . 134 . 
9 11 urass,'' Ibid . , p . 136 . 
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~ere tne grass is a symbol of the natural force wnict re-
duces man to dust . It might be said that the doubt and 
agnosticism in Chicago oems appears here as fatalism or 
deeper melancholy, and, t r·erefore, t uat so:ne pessimistic 
feeling s are noticeable along wit h a far softer tone in 
t his second volume of ~andburg ' s verse . 
Lis irnag istic tec nn ique based on his sensuous 
perception is superoly effective in "Cool Tombs," in t ha t 
visual and t hermal images are fascinatingly combined in 
it . A rural scene in a uidwestern small town is also 
described colorfully by t he same imagistic technique in 
"Land Concert . " 
..;)3nd concert public square Jebraska City . 
Flowing and circlin~ dresses, summer-white 
dresses . Faces , fles o tints flung like 
sprays of c herry blossoms . nd ~i gglers, 
God knows , gigglers, rivaling the pony 
wninnies of t he Livery Stable ~lues .• • . 10 
These visual images make a superb contra st with the fol-
lowing auditory images in "Jazz Fantasia": 
rum on your drums , batter on your banjoes, 
sob on t oe lon6 cool winding saxopnones . 
Go to it , O jazz~en •..• 
Can the rou gh stuff . • • now a nissiesippi 
steamboat pus ces up t te nignt river with a 
l100 - noo - hoo - oo • • • and t ne g reen lanterns 
callin to t he high soft stars •.• 
10 11 ..t3and Concert , " Ibid . , p . 90 . 
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~can like an autumn wind high in t ~e lonesome 
treetops , moan soft like you wanted somebody 
terrible , cry like a racing car slipping away 
from a motorcycle cop , bang- bang! .•. Il 
Can it not be said t ~at there exists a sense of tediu~ 
behind the vivid imabes of colors and primitive sounds? 
In the title piece of Sandburg ' s t hird collection 
of poetry, Smoke and 3teel, a smokestack ~oing up from t he 
chimney of a steel factory and drifting ebove tL.e vast 
prairie is raised to a symbolical level by his character-
istic technique--t t~e rhythms of eloquent speech, tr,e effec-
tive repetition of lines, and the imagistic evocation of 
vivid pictu.res: 
bmoke of a brick- red dust 
winds on a spiral 
C u t of t he st a c ks 
bar of steel--it i~ only 
·rnoke at the beart of it , smoke and the blood 
of a man . 
A runner of fire ran in it , ran out , ran so ~e-
wr,ere else , 
And left-- smoke and the blood of a man 
And the finished steel , cnilled and blue 12 
These lines show that 3andburg ' s sensuous re-
action to the cool mechanism of industry is not e~sen-
tially different from that of "Chicago"; a number of 
colorful images in ot ~er parts of t ne poem also indicate 
ll"Jazz Fantasia , " Ibid . , p . 179 . 
12,, moke and teel , 11 Ibid ., pp . 151- 52 . 
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tne fact: "laughing tombs," ''t he rusty dust," "gibbering 
gorilla arms of fire, gold mudp iers, gold bird-wings , red 
jackets riding purple mules ," "pearl cobwebs," "a pool of 
moonshine," "sleeps witn a coat of rust, a vest of motos, 
a snirt of gathering sod and loam," and so on. 
As for its ideas, however , this poem has some-
what greater profundity both in its symbolic touch and 
in its insight into man . 
and blood into steel, •• 
hen he says, ".::imoke into teel 
/ Smoke and blood is the mix 
of steel," t he poem assumes deep sympathy with the workers; 
and he continues: 
One of them workers said : "I like my job, tte 
company is iOOd to me , America is a wonderful 
country . 11 
One : "Jesus, my bones acne; the company is a 
liar; ttis is a free country, like hell . 11 13 
But the poem lacks a vision of the future; again there is 
a sense of wonder and bewilderment: 
Smoke , smoke lost int ie sieves of yesterday; 
umped a0ain to the scoops and nooks today • . 
Smoke night now . 
Tomorrow something else14 . . . . . . . . . . . . 
"Four reludes on Playt hings of tr1e Wind," in a 
sense is a successor to 11 rairie" in Cornhuskers; Sand-
burg's outlook is on toe history of the nation: strong 
13rbid ., p . 154 . 
14rbid ., p . 153. The line of dots appears in the 
orig inal and°7:'squoted as an expression of Sandburg ' s 
dubiousness. 
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men once "put up a city and got / a nation together" and 
many people sang: 
e are t he g reatest city, 
the g reatest nation , 
Nothing like us ever was . 15 
riis well known words--"The past is a bucket of as ues"--
are repeated here again, but they have no confident tone: 
now t he only singers of t he old song are crows crying , 
"Caw, Caw," and t he only listeners are" ••• t he rats 
and t he lizards . " The past no longer tells any-
thing about t he g reat nation; t he past is "t he hiero-
glyphs of the rat footprints" and '!t oe dust on a doorsill 
shifts . 11 16 This pessimistic tone ma ke s a big difference 
be tween poem and II J: ra irie . " 
"T he I ind y City" in Sandburg 's fourtn book of 
verse, The jlabs of t he Sunburnt west, indicates soille 
c hange in his poetic expression, wl.lich is made ::::io re 
clear by a comparison with "C hicago," "Prairie," " Smo ke 
and tee 1," and "Four reludes on .1:'laytnings of the find." 
Tne most significant trait of t he poem is its broader 
outlook on the historical background and its larger scale 
in composition; "C hicago," by comparison, was a bolder 
etc hi!lS wit h powerful directness . 
15"Four relude s on layt hings of t he 1'!1nds , 11 
Ibid ., p . 184 . 
16Ibid . , p . 185 . 
Noticeable r.ere is andburg ' s awareness of the 
h i story of Chicago from t be days of "t he lean hands of 
wagon men to those of skyscrapers" : he says , "t he junk 
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of the earth" was snaped to a new city and "the junk stood 
up into skyscrapers,'' and: 
I am Chicago, I a m a name g iven out by t he 
breatns of working men, laugting men , a 
c .~ild , a belongin5 . .17 
nother remarkable trait of tne poems is Sand-
burg ' s use of merican folk numor; when one listens to 
"the black cataracts of people go by , " whispers can be 
heard: 
Hush oaby, 
It ain ' t how old you are, 
It ' s how old you loo k . 
It ain ' t w at you got, 
It's wnat you can get away witt . 18 
proverbial comparison is also effectively used 
in the poem: "C hicago fished from its depths a te.xt : 
Independent / as a hog on ice . " This is worthy of notice 
as an evidence of bandburg ' s interest in A~erican folk 
materials at t his time . As will be slown in a later c rap ter, 
two years before publistJing Slabs of t he 3 unburnt Wes t Sand-
burg began including folk songs as a part of nis lectures. 
l7 11 Windy City," Ibid . , p . 272. 
l 8 Ibid • , p • 27 4 • 
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Finally the poet finds some nope in tne i~age 
of tne windy city . ;::,ome day tne city will fall to pieces: 
It is wisdom to think tomorrow new working men, 
new laugnine men, may co~e and put up a 
new city 
Living lighted skyscrapers and a ni5ht lingo 
of lanterns testify tomorrow shall have 
its own say-so . 19 
As in II rairie" and 11 Fo.1r Preludee . , " t he 
poem is closed by a high-toned apostropLe: 
,linds of the lindy City, 
Winds of corn and sea blue , 
Spring wind white and figntin6 winter gray, 
Come home here- - they nickname a city for you . 20 
The otner poems of the book , especially II ashing-
ton 1•onument by right , "'' nd .So 1'oday , 1t and tte title poem, 
11 labs of the ;:,unburnt est," indicate tne chan3ing trend; 
particularly the last one is marked by a prayerful quality 
i n his admi r ation of toe sublime view of the Grand C~nyon 
and interview witn Jod . Through its mystic veil appear 
~andburg ' s bewilderment and sense of man ' s incompetence~ 
i y aead is under your foot , 1.rod • 
.r y nead is a pan of alkali dust 
your foot kicked loose- -your foot of air 
wi t h its steps on the sunset airpath haze . 21 
l9rbid . , p . 278-80 . 
20ibid ., p . 281 . 
2l r bid ., p . 310 . 
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Yet in spite of his search for something enduring in America 
as a foundation for his poetic representation , Sandburg 
could not find anyt ning powerful enough to focus on. is 
basic attitude--invocation of and empat hy wit h t he natural 
force--is still basically t he same as ever . 
Viewed in t his light, despite some c hange in his 
poetic expression, t e repetition of earlier mannerisms in 
andburg 's second, t hird, and fourt h boo ks of poetry to 
some extent indicate puzzlement in his searc h for a new 
poetic g round . vrany years later, looking bac kward over 
his earlier days, he said, 11 I have for5otten t he meaning 
of twenty or t hirty of my poems written t nirty or fort y 
years ago . • I nave written by different met hod s and 
in a wide miscellany of moods ••• 11 22 This is t he con-
fession of the puzzlement, disunity, and manneri sm of his 
poetic representation as he searc ned for a satisfying mode 
of expression . 
Through t he puzzlement, however, it might be 
said , he made his way g radually and hesitatingl y along a 
line--a manifestation of an epic tone in searc h of a new 
outlook on t he American scene, nistory, and tradition. 
We have seen t he beg innings of his new outloo k--folklorism--
growing out of his early work . The broad matrix was band-
burg ' s concern with the American scene and people; 
22Ibid ., "otes for a reface," p . xxix . 
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specifically we have seen the folk idiom appearing in "The 
Windy City" as pointing in the direction in which Sandburg 
was to go . 
~ix years after the publication of Slabs of the 
Sunburnt West , the results of his search began to show 
themselves more clearly in Good vlorning , America. In 
this sense, the book formed a significant turning point 
in andburg's career as a poet. In its title poem, his 
imagination flies and wanders around all over America, 
from t l1e skyscrapers in big cities to the Rocky Mountains 
"stacked tall on tne skyline, 11 from Illinois to West Vir-
ginia , ~innesota , Kentucky , Arizona , and all other states. 
1is outlook on the history of America is also broad enough 
to catch the images of neroes--Leif Ericson , Columbus, 
ashington, Andrew Jackson, Ulysses Grant , Robert E . Lee, 
and Abraham Lincoln--and millions of courageous pioneers 
"riding horses , sitting in saddles, smelling of leather 
fl . . . . nd what is most significant, he introduced 
large numbers of "the proverbs of a people, a nation" for 
the first time into his poetry. In short, he tried to 
let this long poem stand as a paean to the people 's 
strength and energy which made the sky-scrapers a symbol 
of American civilization. 
But his patnetic question--"What are the facts? 11 --
runs tnroughout the poem. "Facts are facts, nailed down , 
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fastened to stay," and II lood and sweat are facts , " but 
facts are also 11 p nantom11 and "fly with bird wings . " Thus 
a number of questions are flung to many t hings, to flowers, 
history , steel , coal , oil , God and many others: "Is a 
flower a fact?" and so forth . In spite of everything, his 
image of America is still wrapped in a skeptical sad tone: 
In uod we trust; it is so written •••• 
The fact: God is tL.e Great One wno made us all. 
Te 1s you and me and all of us in tne United 
Sta tes of America . 
And trusting God means we give ourselves, all 
of ourselves , t he whole United States of 
Ame rica, to God , the great one . 
Yes . • • erhaps ••• is that so-z23 
oandburg promises the reader not hing, because 
"t nere are too many promises . " 11 rJ.e can g 1 ve is t'.1e 
command: "J-o alone • go with your neart irto the/ 
storm of human hearts and see if somewl.ere in t nat storm 
t nere are/ bleeding hearts , sacred nearts taking bitter 
wages of doom 1124 Tnis is a brilliant statement which 
indicates tne most significant function of literature, but 
it is what Sandburg ' s poetry lacks most--a deep insignt 
into the individual human t1eart . 
sounds: 
nd immediately another voice of his command 
2311 Good 1-1orning , .A11erica , 11 Ibid., p . 332. 
24 Ibid ., p . 333 . 
u lk again where the mass hu.man shadows foregather , 
where the sil[ouettes and uantomimes of the 
great hu.man procession wind with a crying 
outland, and rotten laughters mix with raging 
tumults ••• 25 
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ro words can express the essence of his poetry 
more clearly . The words , in a sense, also indicate the 
conclusion which he had reached in his search for a new 
mode of poetic expression from the days of Cornhuskers to 
those of Good ,_.ornin0 , America . rlhat he loved most is 
"t be mass human s 1adows 11 and "sil houettes and pantomimes" 
of "t he 3reat human procession" squirming in "raging 
tumults . " nd nis tone in this poem as a whole is 
strangely tragic and patretic in spite of t is hi gn-toned 
salutation and apostrop ~e to nis native g round in t re fol -
lowing words: 
••• we, us, t ne people , 
11 ,e are nere ! , e belon5 ! loo k at us!" 
Good =orning , .merica! 
1 .. orning goeE as wornine::;- glories go! 
Liv n noon goes, afternoon goes! 
Twilignt, sundown, 5 loaming--
• • • u-ood nig nt, me rica ! 
Jood nignt, sleep , peace , and sweet dreamsi26 
Jhen one looks back over bandburg 's career as a 
poet from 1916 to 1930, one finds tbat all t he traits of 
his poetry are closely interlinked witn each other; his 
25 Ibid . , p . 334 . 
26 Ibid ., p . 335 . 
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love of the imagery of inorganic substance and superhuman 
force, nis refusal of the past, and his lack of a vision 
of the future reveal t hemselves as fatalism or pessimism . 
And tnus, his imagistic tecbnique s nows its greatest 
effect in such short, melancholy lyrics as "Cool Tombs" 
and "Grass . 11 
It must be emphasized here t ta t his pessimism 
is only t 'e result of the disappointment of his hopes for 
mankind, and that t hese hopes are clear evidence of his 
profound, numanitarian love of people; thus he was not 
such a sentimental, optimistic propagandist as some critics 
have believed . 
In t his lignt, 3andburg is essentially a pessi-
mistic poet . Yet, he evidently attempted to overcome his 
pessimism; his search for a new outloo k on the American 
tradition, which was clearly st1own in Good iornine;, America, 
was the manifestation of this attempt, for it demonstrated 
that he was trying to find a creed based on faith in ordi-
nary humanity . 
Thus , a gnomic quality and a psalmist ' s tone be-
came more noticeable in t ie work, along with a prosaic style 
and an epic quality . ut one must not overlook t he fact 
t hat his basic poetic representation can be described essen-
tially as impressionism combined with the imagistic tec hnique , 
a s shown in his invocation to the wind and in his love of 
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the image of "the mass human snadows" and "sil houettes. 11 
s far as .1. ... orning, merica is concerned, 
nis attempt to overcome pessimism was unsuccessful; his 
poetic imagery could not get a clear focus amid ut he mass 
nwnan snadows . " In order to snow t his conclusion more 
convincingly, another study must be made from a different 
angle in the following two sections. 
Sandburg and Fol kson~s 
As pointed out in t he first c l.apter, after t he 
eclipse of the Imag ist 1 ovement, American poets came to be 
divided roug hly into two entirely opposite groups--t .e 
aesthetic or metapnysical experimentalists and t ~e poet s 
of the merican stream wno attempted to express t te 
American experience t hrough American diction. The former 
made its way toward t e aest hetic refine~en t of poet ry; 
t e latter, toward t ne expression of tumultuous Amer ica 
filled witn new energy . _art Crane stands in a uniaue 
position as a g enius wno died young in his desperate attempt 
to bridge t he gap between t he two streams of ~odern Ameri-
can poetry . 
Viewed in t his light, andburg ' s efforts to make 
poetry close to t ne me rican la uage and soil is sugges-
tive of t he significant destiny which modern poetry has 
undergone. The drastic division of the American poet ic 
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scene, in a sense, reflects a tremendous change in the 
function of language in modern society due to t ne rapid 
development of various media of communication. The biggest 
c hange in t ne appreciation of poetry was t nat it came to be 
read in an individual private study as printed matter, and 
at the same time, away from popular taste, poetry has tended 
to be more difficult for common readers to understand. 
On t ne ot ,.er hand, Vacr:el Lindsay's artistic 
ac hievement as a minstrel poet in t Le earlier twentiet h 
century is of g reat importance in t hat he established a new 
poetic g round by reviving the aut hentically native Ameri-
can flavor of t he half-gone pioneer days. Througn his 
tramping tours, on wnicn he sold poetry for food and lod6-
ing and c hanted poems to audiences from a platform, he not 
only kindled t he dream of a camp meeting and a vast prairie, 
but also tried to embody t t e ideal relations hip between a 
folk poet and t he folk . To use Robert~ . Sp iller' s words: 
'he melody and sound p ictures of t he poems of The 
Congo captured t ne sweeping r r.y t :i.ns of t he prairie, 
the clatter of t t1e city , and t t e sinuous echoes of 
a forgotten Af rican jungle. Americans wto coul d not 
understand what a poem said were caught up in t he 
meaning of pure sound as t he tow headed jazz reviv-
alist c nanted, snouted, and whispered nis line s from 
t he platform of college lecture hall or county fair . 27 
27Robert £ . piller , The Cycle 9f erican 
Literature: An Bssay in Historical Criticism (l~ork , 
19 5 5 ) , p • 178-. 
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but co ul d Lindsay share the happiness of t he 
creator of f olk songs and oallads in the pastora l days? 
Could he snar e t ,2e people ' s joy , sorrow , imag ination , and 
tno ugnt as a minstrel poet? Could l1e acnieve his romantic 
i deal of a life close to nature and people? Tte negative 
answers to tbese questions are underlined by his tragic 
suicide . nd ~ow about andburg , t ~e Chicago poet? Be-
fore examining t nis question, it is necessary to lmow t ,1e 
influence of fol k tradition upon t ae two poets . 
Tne folk r nyt hms , techniques , and materials can 
be traced easil y in Lindsay ' s poetry; "Abra ham Lincoln 
1·a1ks at -1idni_:b t, 11 "In raise of Jo c.nny Appleseed , " 11 The 
.:>anta-Fe Trail , " " Tne Con ~o , 11 "T he G-l1ost of t he I:;uffaloes," 
and many ot 3er poems are all c ~aracteristic of t oe unequalled 
vividness of ais pastoral visions and t he ric l ness of his 
folk s ubjects . On t oe ot oer 1and, aoiever, i n t he case of 
~andburg , as far as poetic tec nnique is concerned, t nere is 
little evident trace of t 11e influence of folk song s . 
According to Karl Detzer ' s biograp hy of andburg , 
his interest in folk song s and ballads started in his boy-
hood, w~n ne wandered as a hobo t hroughout t he ~idweetern 
states . /nerever ·.e went , e carefull y listened to t ~e songs 
of stoc kyard workers, cowboys , farm hands , negroect , river-
men , and millworkers , ~a king a habit of p utting down t he 
words and memorizing tGe tunes • • boug ht an old guitar and 
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''sang his way around the country," looking for jobs . 28 
Later tnis habit resulted in t ee publication of The 
merican ongbag . One can say t hat it is t hrough these 
experiences tnat he adopted American lingo for his poetic 
diction to express his love for the people and t he Ameri-
can scene . Unlike Lindsay, he was probably more concerned 
with the contents of folk materials t han witc the technique . 
Later Sandburg and a guitar came to be considered 
inseparable . It was at Cornell College, Iowa, in 1920 t hat 
Sandburg first appeared before audiences as a folk singer . 
fter a lecture, he took a guitar and said: 
I will now sing a few folk songs t hat somehow tie 
into t oe folk quality I have tried to get into ~y 
verse . They are all aut nentic songs people have 
sung for years . If you don ' t care for t hem and 
want to leave t he hall it will be all right wit t 
me . 29 
And then he sang "Jesse James , " Jegro and steambr 1t songs, 
farmer ' s songs , and so on . Detzer vividly describes t his 
first performance as a folk singer: 
btudents who nad come expecting to find a pale and 
fragile poet were astonished , t hen delighted . ~ere 
stood a tall , rangy man with iron- gray hair and with 
deep wea t her- lines in his face , a man in a blue serge 
suit a bit baggy at t he knees , a lig ht-blue shirt 
wit h a frayed collar and a nondescript cravat, a man 
28Karl Detzer , Carl Sandburg ~ ! Study in erson-
a ll ty and Background ( ~ew York , 1941) , pp . 71- 2 . 
29i-J.a rry Golden , Ca r l Sandburg (New York, 1961) , 
P . 79 . 
whose shoes could have used a shine •.•• 
Tne next week the college paper said , 11 he stood 
bef~re the people , calm , serene , recognizing 
t ~e1r brot her nood ..• no tricks of t ne enter-
tainer ••• vigorous , stimulating ••• mig nt be 
a steel worker or a miner . 11 30 
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ince t hat day ~andburg ' s performance of fol k 
song s bas been added as part of the lectures for whic h he 
was invited to many universities, colleges, and literary 
g roups . The following poster tell s ni s popularity as a 
platform singer rat 1er t han a poet: 
A, JJ:!,RIC N F LKL fu.. 
1t h Reading From nis Own oems 
CARL SAJ DBUfo.:r 
Tuesda y evening-- ... ,1arc r, lOt n 
~enefit--Albany League of . omen Vote1s Tickets at 1 . 00 at 8 :30 o ' cloc k5 
The following anecdote is a good example of ni s 
skill in sin5 ing : at t ne dinner party g iven for Sinclair 
Lewis , who came home fro m a two- year trip to ~urope i 1 
1929, Sandburg sang "T he Buffalo Skinners "; accordin5 to 
t ne newspaper: 
It was like a funeral song to t he p ioneer A~erica 
t oat is gone. And wnen Carl wa s done ~inclair Le wis 
spoke up , his face streaked wit h tears . "T hat's t he 
America I came tJome to . Tnat ' s it . 11 32 
30 etzer, .££ · cit . , p. 153 . 
31 olden, 2.E · .£l:! ., p . 80 . 
32Lloyd Lewis , an article in The Chicagoan, 
( ug ust 17 , 1929) , quoted from Golden ' s Carl Sandburg , 
pp . 80-1. 
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Thus a picture and cartoon of oandburg playing a guitar 
began to appear in a number of journals . Yet tnese images 
of Bandburg toe folk singer are far from wnat ce essen-
tially is as a poet . 
There are several great differences between 
Lindsay and bandburg: the former nad a passionately 
religious fervor as an evangelical revivalist along with 
his romantic insistence upon the by- gone pastoral days, 
while Sandburg was never free from the pessimism and tne 
sensuous response to industry WGicb underlay his Ima~ist 
technique. In ot 1er words , nis modern impressionism, 
which ne retained in his later works , too, is quite dif-
ferent in quality from Lind say ' s romantic ism . T'~erefore, 
one cannot say that andburg is ''a minstrel poet" in the 
strict sense of tae term, and it is definitely wrow to 
judge nis poetry as t 1at of a folk singer . 
It was in a different way toat ~andburg followed 
Lindsay. In The merican ~ongbag , he was mainly concerned 
wit h the heterogeneity of the American folk tradition; ne 
did not insist on the pastoral aspect of the folk materials, 
as did Lindsay, who was essentially a romanticist. In 
tne introduction of tne book, he defines his collection of 
folk so s as "a rag ba 6 of strips , streaks of color from 
nearly all ends of t ne earth ," and "t be great native 
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Amer i can gr and opera ." 1,e thought that "a wide human 
pro cession marcnes" in toe collection of folk songs: 
The rico and toe poor; robbers , murderers, hangmen; 
fathers and wild boys; mothers witJ soft worde for 
tteir babies; workmen on railroads , steamboats , 
ships; wanderers and lovers of homes , tell what 
life has done to them . Love and hate in many pat-
terns and desicns, neart cries of ni~h and low 
pitc , are in tLese verses and tunes ••.• Its 
numan turmoil is terrific • .ulaspne.nies fro.:n low 
life and blessin~s from hign life for baritone or 
soprano are brou.6 L1t toe,et t-er • • • Curses , prayers, 
ji0 s and jokes , mix rere out of tt..e olue mist of t .1e 
past . It iE volu~e full of gargoyles and ~nomes, 
a ter3~ bly t ra5ic book and one grinningly tragic . . . . 
nere is t:1e epitome of and burg ' s own poetic 
world . Theee words remind t e reader of some similar lines 
in "Good :;orning, merica . 11 .:ieveral words in t r_e above 
quotation- -"curses," "prayers , " "jigs , " "blue mist," 
"gargoyles , " and "turmoil"-- are also often used in hie 
poems . 
It is per aps partly as a reflection of this 
chaotic world of fol tradition tuat later made his 
t _irty- eight "tentative definitions" of poetry in u-ood 
Horning , merica , 34 and that in "Notes for a .!:'reface" of 
hi s Complete ?oems, be compiled a uniqu.e classification of 
poetry: " Chants , '_' 11 salms , " "Gnomics , " "Contemplations , " 
33carl Sandburg , "Prefactory I\otes , " The Ameri-
can ongbag (New York , 1927) , p . viii . 
34Ibi d ., pp . 317- 9 . 
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11 r ove rbs , " .d:pitapbs , " "Litanies, 11 and "Incidents of 
i ntensely concentrated action or uttrance . 11 35 
It can be said tLat ce intended to draw his 
poetry from the hearts of millions of common people , WLO 
murmur , cry , laugn , yell , and pray, and who are sometimes 
ga y and sometimes restless and desperate in their world of 
" turmoil . " uerein lies t he essence o 1is poetry not only 
as a son of an immigrant, but also as a poet of t oe 1• id-
western revolt . .r-1e found poetry in the "terrific" "tur-
moil" of the heterogeneous American folk tradition . uost 
r emarkable in Tne American oongbag is his interest in t ee 
epic quality of t ae folk songs and ballads as the crystal 
of people ' s voices, t .,roug ri W'.1ich '' history ru.ns . 11 This 
iuea obviously corresponds to the c nange which began to 
appear in his second volume of poetry , and eventu.all his 
intention to be t he epic voice of t ue people reacl1ed its 
climax in his last booK--The ~eople, ~es • 
.. ,ere one can reac 1 t [,e conclusion t.:-_at with his 
retreat from militant socialistic ideas, nis sensuous re-
sponse to modern machine civilization was gradually dis-
solved into the J.'lidwestern "turmoil" and tne ci-:..aotic vorld 
of folk tradi t ion . ·,, at caused t:-Ji c 1ange in nim were 
nis revolt a3ainEt the 3enteel Tradition and ais refusal 
35rbid . , p . xxvl . 
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o f any literary tradition of tbe past , because t here was 
not nin6 to rely on but "turmoil" for him who refused tr_e 
past . It can be said that this was quite a natural re-
sult for the Chicago poet int e s.nse that his new ,oetic 
world of folk tradition was also as chaotic and colorful 
aQ t ha t represented in Chica~o Poems . It is ironical and 
even tragical that he nad to depend for l1 is poetic expres-
sion upon tue past al though ne rejected it by saying , "Tne 
past is a bucket of as nes . 11 las, t hen , ;:,andburg 1 s past 
reliable enough as his new poetic 5round7 
C. andburs and His Tradition 
In t ne last century ;,hit.:nan prophesied t at 
American poets would have to learn t t.e .American diction, 
ha rd powerful idioms and fierce words to make t heir pvetry 
"t ne barbaric yaw-p . 11 In tcis sense, .:>andburg reall ans -
wered , hitman ' s call . And ~~en t enry L . ~encken quoted in 
his The merican Lan~ua £2; e Sandburg ' s words--" ..... lanr.:: is 
lan uage t ~at takes off its coat, spits on its na nds, and 
goes to work , 11 he indicated that .::iandburg brilliantly inet 
tne expectation of the earlier literary radicals who were 
fiercely against the uenteel Tradition . 36 It was no wonder 
that in nis .2re,judices ~1encken also em' raced Sandburg wit r 
36 rtenry L . 1• enc ken , The J~ruerican Languabe: .An 
Inquiry into tGe Development of i:nglis t1 in t he united 
ta tes (~York, 1923), pp . 3°69-81 . 
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adm i ra t ion : oandburg "gets memorable effe cts by astonis n-
i ngly austere means , as in his famous Chicago r hapsody and 
his Cool Tombs . And always he is t norougnly individual , a 
t rue original , nis own man . 11 37 
Thus since his earlier days Sandburg had often 
been hailed as a genuine descendant of ·d1itman by several 
cr itics: "tne sin~i11s heart of America , " "a poet of tne co m-
mon- place [sicl , 1138 "an . merican .. omer , ,,39 and ot her praises 
were g iven to bim . nut of several articles whicL compared 
andburg wit h Wh itman, none make any extensive analysis of 
the two poets . One of them asserted that ~andburg was 
superior to cis predecessor in conciseness and naivete , 40 
and another praised vandburg 1 s outlook on society as being 
broader t han v~h itman ' s . 41 Indeed in t r1eir common orig ins , 
t hemes , and humanitarian ideas , the two resemble eac t ot he r 
to some extent, butt ere is a vast difference between 
37 rtenry L . J.1encken , 11 ew Poetry .1.~1ovement, 11 in 
rejudices (New York , 1927) . 
38Paul Lyman benjamin , "A oet of the Common-
.Flace," The .:iurvey , XXXXV (October 20 , 1920), pp . 12- 3 . 
39 J . \Jas h , 11 Carl oandburg , an merican Homer , " 
Court , .1CXXXIV ( cto ber 1930) , pp . 633-9 . 
4o • L . i.olcomb , " ,{hi tman and Sandburg , " Tte 
Englis t Journal , XVII (~eptember 1928) , pp . 549- 55 . 
41.aabette Dentsch , "oetry for t ne People , " 
The English J o urnal , XXVI (April 1937) , pp . 265- 74 . 
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Whitman ' s romantic mysticism and Transcendentalism and 
andburg's imagistic technique and agnosticism . 
Tnere is to be found no direct sign of hitman 's 
influence upon Bandburg 's poetry , althoush he was, accord-
ing to his biograpaer, excited about ~hitman ' s poetry and 
gave lectures on it as associate editor of The Lyceumite 
in 1907-8. 42 And ne wrote introductions to two books of 
dhitman ' s poetry , in one of which he hignly praises the 
~reat poet of America : 
r...e [whitman] may be a wayward, hairy , North Ameri -
can galoot or he may be a modern variant of a Christ 
or a Socrates or something of both or a mystery 
beyond all the epitbets of even generous and tenta-
tive critical genius •••• 43 
nd yet nis interest in /hitman seems to have disappeared 
later . Gay vilson Allen , who is a lover of fhitman and 
also a writer of one of the most intensive articles o. 
andbur-'s poetry, points out their great differences in 
"temperament" and in "source s of power , expecially in 
prosody" by saying t 1at ·rhitman' s traits are 11 line units 
and parallelism ," but that Sandburg ' s versification is 
42Karl etzer, 2.E · cit ., pp . 73-4 . 
43~andbur g , "Introduction" to l'lhi t man ' s oetry, 
i odern Library (New York , 1921), quoted from The bandburg 
Range (Illinois, 1958), p . 37 . 
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nearer tnat of the experimentalists.44 
part from lhitman ' s direct influence on him , 
however , many critics think teat Sandburg is a follower 
of 1w hitman . .-latthiessen admits that 11 /hitman ' s tradition 
has been continu.ou.sly alive" in twentiet h-century American 
poetry, especially in Robinson , ~andburg , Lindsay, rlasters , 
and .oenet: 
andburg in particular nas inherited ,hitman ' s form, 
tnoue,[ .. we can see now tr-at v"hitman ' s influence ex-
tends far beyond the mere qu.estion of free verse . 
It 1 bound up with a vision of .American promise, 
with an immersion in the stuff of our common life . 45 
.~ nd Jo m1 Ciardi calls .:>and burg, Lind say , 1lasters , and Arc ni-
bald ..... acleish the poets of 11 tLe barbaric ya,,.,rp" as 1hitman ' s 
followers, and says tnat they had already finis~ed their 
historic role in the nistory of ~erican poetry: 
me rica cannot happen without noise . merica r1arl to 
make loud poetry before it could make good poetry . 
The poets writin_ today are in a better posit~on to 
write 6 ood poetry, in part tecause some of their 1 ancestors showed them the perils of loud poetry . 4 6 
4-4G-ay ' lilson llen, 11 Carl oand burc, Fire and 
Smoke , 11 The South Atlantic Qu.arterly , LIX (5ummer 1960), 
pp . 315-29 . 
45F . . .... atttiiessen , 11 Introd uction'1 to The Oxford 
_oo k of American Verse (.few York , 1950) , p . xxvii. 
46 Jo b..n Ciara 1, "In trod uc tion'1 to ,dd-Century 
rnerican oets (iew York , 1950) , pp . ix-xxx . 
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Sandburg himself was evidently conscious of tte 
Whitman tradition; in his attack on the rew Critics , wLo 
were very hard on him, ne states: 
Down in Oaio, there ' s a colle5e called Kenyon 
w1ere a new ~ove~ent started that designates itself 
"the Kew Critic ism . 11 It comes in cellophane and 
t1as not known the toucr. of human hands . 
Certain sacrosanct ttings that belon~ in this 
country and in tl1e lives of its people don ' t belong 
in ttese poe~s, says t .e New Criticism . A poem 
s .ould not deal with action and not with acting and 
s,:ould cave nothing to do witn leadin .... men toward 
actin'- . It must concern itself -Hn beinp; . 
row .lal t ·t i tman was peroaps t .e head spirit of 
an opposite viewpoint . ,e took tee word demrcracy 
and threw it around like a jug~ler does a f i reball 
and wrestled it until it came to have somethin~ of 
the elements found in men ' s hearts and in the 
ettysbu.rf. .. ddress tt.at made people understand t~e 
implications- - ti1at w.:.enever men have freedom tt1ere 
L,a ve been men wno fougt1t for it and died for it . 
_ut even freedom itself is a t~eme that in tee 
·eneral run of obscurantists is not looked upon 
with favor . I i~lped found and worked for years 
and did everythins I could for tr:e success of a 
magazine in Chicago , Poetry , founded by Harriett 
1,lonroe , and I feel melanc Qoly about turning t .rougl1 
its pages to see now seldom occupied it is with t~e 
t .eme r.arriet L.Onroe included . 47 
Tr.e rJew Critics tend to include i:>andburg and 
hitman in the same category , referring to tr..em as "t he 
1 hi tman- band burg tradition," as in 'Villiam Van O' Connor ' s 
Sense and 5ensibility in nodern Poetrv , 48 but at any rate, 
47sandbur5 , quoted from ~olden ' s Carl andbur~ , 
pp . 175-6; the source is unkno,m . 
48william v. O' Connor , Bense and ~ensibility in 
~odern oetry (Chicago , 1948), pp . 7-30 . 
mucn more de tail ed study must be done to examine the re -
l ations.iip of the two poets . 
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~iitn regard to tne searc. for tr.e foln: tradition , 
~ark Twain can be considered ~andburg ' s predecessor , but 
there is no record of WGat ~andbur6 tbought of him , although 
his biographer , narry ljolden , says , "I believe t,"a t in many 
respects e is muct. cloEer to .1.•1ark Twain than to 11alt rh it -
man . • • • Twain celebrated t,_e vi:::,or of a rural merica 
r usning to close t.e frontier and ~andburg embodies tne 
l ast of the Lincoln ideas . 11 49 
For Sandburg t ne greatest embodiment of American 
tradition was nbraham Lincoln , a typical a.na aut :.entic 
American legendary hero . Zarly in ~is career , started 
collecting materials about Lincoln , wnicr. are said to have 
overflowed f r om nis boxes and bookcases w~en his tnire 
book, moke and 3teel , appeared in 1920 . 50 
s.1ort poem, ".!''ire - Logs , 11 in Cornhuskers implies 
bandburg ' s admiration of Lincoln , alon~ witr1 nis nostalg ic 
feeling for legendary days: 
~ancy ~an~s dreams by toe fire; 
Dreams , and t~e lo6 s sputter , 
49Golden, 22 · cit . , pp . 28-9 . 
50Jetzer , 2.E · cit ., pp . 128 . 
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nd the yellow tongues climb. 
Red lines lick t~eir way in flickers . 
n, sputter , log . 
0 ,1 , dream, ~ancy . 
Ti~e now for a beautiful child . 
Time now for a tall man to come . 51 
Lincoln ' s nomeland was also Sandburg ' s homeland , 
and e probably felt some sense of identification with 
Lincoln . tor in tance, suer. a passage as tr.e following, 
dealing wit[, Lincoln, reflects also .:,andbur ' s memories 
oft e great dreams in nis hobo days: 
. plowing, toeing , cutting and sr .. ucking, again 
, is bare feet spoke wi tu the clay of the eartn . 
braham Lincoln, twenty-two years old, 
float 0 ~ a canoe down tne uan6 amon River ••• 
lau hter and yout. in ais bones , in his heart 
a few pennies of drea~s, in ais head a ragbag of 
tr.OUE, .. ts ne could never expect to sell. •.• 52 
~ut it is a mistake to emphasize t~e romantic 
aspect of his love of Lincoln; oe knew oetter t 1an anyone 
else tat twentieth-century merica was far awEJ from 
Lincoln's tradition, as shown in ti-J.e fatalism of "Cool 
Tom s . 11 • hen in 1920 ouis Tnter eyer asked ,irn to write 
Lincoln poetry in his attempt to compile an antnology of 
new merican poetry , uandburg said: 
I am to write a trilogy aoout Lincoln some dav , 
to oreak down all t ~is senti .entalizing about hi~ . 
It ' s curious t e company Lincoln Keeps tnese days . 
51~andburg , Co~plete oeills , p . 102 . 
52 -andburg , Abratam Lincoln: Tje rairie lears 
(~ew York , 1926), p . 132 . 
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I find Jis picture on the walls of poli ticians and 
bi~ business men woo do not understand him and 
probaoly would not approve of him if t ,ey did . 53 
n t8e earlier decades of tne twentiet c century , 
tnere still lived many people who remeTibered Lincoln and 
the Republican convention vividly . ~very time Sandburg 
found such men , he listened to their talks and too~ notes 
wit enthusias~ . 54 
r.en l1is .11bra am Lincoln: T .1e rairie Years 
wa publis'ed in 1927 , many critics and reviewer 0 , w o 
had ignored his eotry for a lon· time , praised him witt 
a surprisingly warm ent husiasm; trie bio13rap y received 
t1e hi hes t applu.ase ·andburg lad ever ~ad from about 
forty period icals, including tne TimeQ Literary ~upple ent . 
he words of Tne Independent were typical of all ti& book 
reviews: " These two voluuies of biography make up the bes t, 
and noblest poem tL .. at Carl andburg nas yet written . 11 5::3 
Thus the fame of andb rg t .e biographer surpassed that of 
andburg t~e poet . Later _e hi self confessed: 
t fifty I uad published a two -volume bio6rapby and 
T1e .merican on~bag , and there wa puzzlement as 
towhether I was a poet , a bio~rap1er , a wandering 
53 , 54~etzer, .9.2 . cit ., p . 138 . 
5SD . R., " Tle !!..pie of Lincoln," Tne Independent, 
LXVI (Fetruary 13, 192b), p . 193. 
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troubadour with a guitar , a midwest .,ans Christian 
Anderson , or a historian of current events ••.• 56 
herefore , T,e eople, Yes , wnict appeared in 
1936, seven years after the publication of G-ood .,_ornin::5 , 
merica, was in a sense the reflection of that puzzlement , 
as well as of the final consequence of the change which 
had been underlying his poetic expression since the days 
of Cornhuskers . Judging fro• T_e Peoole , ~es , ~andburg ' s 
merican tradition never nourisned his poetic gift , whic~ 
snowed so~e possibilities of flowing in his earlier days . 
It was therefore quite unfortunate that it was in tne 
"t umult" of tte folk tradition t,.at andburg Lad to searc~ 
for his poeti c vision , but at tne same time, it was a 
natural result of nis refusal of the literary tradition . 
nis idea of the literary tradition is shown in 
the following data . In the years following toe ~1blication 
of Cnicacio ~oems, according to Harry olden, ~andburg used 
to say: 11 _,ere is trle difference between .uante, 11ilton, 
and me . Taey wrote about hell and never saw the place . I 
wrote abou t Chicago after looking the town over for years 
and years . 11 57 Later he offered an ironical tribu.te to the 
gho t of John 1•1ilton~ 
56sandbu.rg, Complete Poems , p . xxix . 
57Golden , £.E · cit ., p . 152 . 
If I then lost my ?ves and the world was all 
dark and I sat with only memories and talk-- . 
I would sit by the fire and dream of hell 
and heaven , 
Idiots and kings , women my eyes could never 
look on again, 
nd God himself and t he rebels &od t nrew 
into ne11.58 
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·.ri t h re5ard to .Sandburg I s refusal of t he literary 
tradition, Cleanth ~roo ks , a spokesman of t he t ew Critics, 
sharply 0 ets to the point in hi s ... odern oetry and tne 
Tradition . Calling Lindsay, 1•1asters, and .Sandburg "poe ts 
of revolt," who :praised "American scenes, American t r:irie.s , 
and the American people, 11 he severely denounces t l1e super-
ficiality of their poetry: 
l 1e .inglish Tradition included much :nore tt-:an the 
nineteenth century . Toe tendency to identify t l.e 
tradition with Victorianism is in itself a vivid 
testimony to t be thinness of t he tradition in America • 
• • • Tne result of t he revolt of ~andburg and ot hers 
was probably healthy . At t he same time, one must now 
see more and more clearly that much of t hl poetry of 
this revolt was ne gative in effect; and one mus t 
realize that a nu.nber of poets were tnen hai led as 
geniuses , not so much for what t t1ey wrote as for 
what they refused to write •••• 59 
~ventually , a rooks 60es on to say, t he revolt against the 
dead convent i ons of Victorianism merely resulted in con-
finins them to American materials "on t ne surface at 
58;:,andburb , "To t ne Crhost of Jor111 1°1ilton , " 
Complete oems , pp . 184-5 . 
59c1eanth .oroo ks , I,1odern oetry and t oe Tradition 
( Chapel Bill , 1936), pp . 69-109 . 
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least." .orooks ' s standpoint is that any kind of new 
poetry s~ould be deeply rooted in some traditional elements, 
as tbe poets of the Romantic revolt found them in ''t he 
romantic oakespeare and toe folk ballad," and as Eliot, 
Tate, Ransom, and farren , whose achievement brooks calls 
"tr1e t hird revolution in poetry , 11 found t l1em in the meta-
p ysical poets . 11 .:iandburg , " he concludes, "in rejecting 
eats and Tennyson, cut himself off from t l1e .t£ng lis h tra-
dition altoget ner . 11 
1tfhat did .:::iandburg get as a reward by refusing 
the past as "a bucket of asnes" '? As analyzed in the first 
section of this cnapter, ".trairie 11 and ''Four reludes on 
lay t ing s of t he Wind" are marked by a lack of t he vision 
of tne future and a sensuous invocation to ~ature . In 
ot her words, band burg 's concept of time, as brooks points 
out, is t nat of "timeless present . " .ere is is basic 
attitude to life--a sensuous and momentary reaction to it--
wnic h underwent no essential c hang e since t ne days of 
Chicago oems . It was al o firmly connected wit h nis 
a gnosticism . 
andburg loo ked for some co mpensation in t r e fol k 
tradition of merica as a result of bis refusal of t r e past, 
but he could not find a concentrated focus for hi s poetry . 
n t he contrary, ne wasted and dispersed his poetic facult y 
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in the vast reality of the tumultuou 0 folk tradition . This 
is partly because he came at a time woen merica was becom-
in~ industrialized and t herefore the tradition itself was 
underboing a change from a rural to an urban environment . 
Lindsay ' s tragedy was to be a 6reat warning for ~andburg . 
hat one would wisn for oandburg is tnat ne could have 
found a new cultural perspective on merica , whic h has 
been attempting to build a homo .eneo_s clvll ization on 
the basis of the time- nonored European tradition • 
.i:1ven t t ough tbis is true , brookc ' s c r iticism of 
andbur~ , in spite of his deep insig ht into this defect , 
cannot be free from the cr1arge t oat .i..; rooks r; imself turned 
his back on the reality of America and confined nimself 
to the old tradition of tl1e •. etaphysical poets . T 1.e .(ew 
Criticism was the expression of an aesthetic expe rimentalism 
wr1ic r: stood at the opposite pole from the poets of "revolt" 
and .i mericanism . ..e re in also lies t e reflection of t he 
division of the merican poetic scene . 
Tnis presents a significant suoject for a study 
of merican li t erature in that one can find a close par-
allel to it in tae last century--t.e difference between 
'nitman and oe . Like andburg, .itman sought a di 0 tinctly 
merican tradition , wile oe , like ~liot and bis followers, 
was concerned to relate irnself to the uropean tradition . 
This divergence is basic to the natu~e o .merican 
civilization . 
L. Tne eople, Yes or .o, 
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ror several years since toe publication of ood 
Hornin~ , mer:1.ca , andburg had devoted himL elf to writing 
a CL-ildren ' s story, a blop:raphy of his brot,_er-in-law, and 
a continuation of braham Lincoln: he rairie Years . Tlen 
in 1936 tt •ere appeared c is last book of poetry , The eople, 
Yes , wnich was marked by a huge accumulation of legends, 
tall tales, wise and foolish saying, folk proverbs, and 
superstitions . iis aim was a pur uit of tre merican folk 
tradition; above all , t e Lincoln materials were fully used 
as t ,e core of tne poe • 
The decade of tue nineteen-thirties, which was 
marked by the rising proletarian movement and the vo ue of 
merican folklore, brought andburg ' s reputation to the 
hig est point of nis long career . ~any expatriates came 
back to their native land; as typically expressed by ifialcolm 
Cowley: "The exiles returned!" It may be said that their 
sense of revulsion against .l!ascism made t .. em awaken to the 
democratic tradition of merica; for example, a warm 
patriotism and the spirit of democracy run t 1rough emin -
way ' s .!.<'or tl e .well 'rolls . "nd nacleis 1 sang: 
me ri ca i s promises to 
Take! 
America is promises to 
us , 
To take them 
urutally 60 it t1 love • • • 
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nd at the same time , an inte rest in the aut hentic merican 
folk tradition swept over the country, and a number of 
boo~s on folklore , history , and biograpGies of heroes were 
pu lis ea and welcomed by tne people . 
here one must not overlook tne feet tnat , in 
spite of the ~arxist ~torms in merica , as well as in the 
outside world , ~andburg ' s earlier socialistic ideas co~-
pletely vanished from the ne, volume of verse . Tne eoole , 
_es was not only a reflection of t~e sweeping mericanism 
and tne vogue for folk tradition , but also t;.e climax of 
~andburg ' s pursuit of the merican tradition . 
ater ...,andburg said , ".ffirmative of swarming 
and brawling emocracy , it LTce reople , ies attempts to 
ive back to t .e peo~le t heir own lin30 . 11 6l nd amid t he 
international crisis, during t _e war days , e emp t asizec 
tQe importance of discipline in democracy throug h a broad-
cast from tne ~etropolitan Opera ~use: 
60.t1rcnibald ,._acLeis._ , " .:nerica was Promise .... ," 
ollected roems , 1917- 1~52 (toston , 1952), p . 3 ·1 . 
61 andburg, Complete oems, p . xxiii . 
To the f r ee man and the man discipl ined in a democ-
racy , there is always faith in people . I doubt 
wnetner any man can nave healtn or even a little 
fun out of his de~ocracy unless he has some deep-
rooted faith in the people , a love of tne people 
sue. as braha~ Lincoln had , loving and under-
standing tnem with all their faults and failings . 
In one passage of my sixth book of poetry , The 
reople , Yes , I put a lot of proverbs made by 
people . One way or anot her tnese proverbs nave 
the breath of the people-- the people wLo r..ave mad e 
our country w1at it is . 62 
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mhe long poe~ , which consists of 107 section° , 
begins wit. t he i ma ...,es of "t ::1e people of tr.e earth , " "t .e 
fa_ ilJ o ... man" who ca~e " f] ro m t .1e four corners of t, e 
earth" and fron places whe re " fo;.i: ic: born with mist chil-
dren . " r.ney " arched and traveled / o gat.,er on a grea.t 
~lain . ' ~and urg defines tnis poem as f ollows : 
Tc_is is tee tale of the i o,,.-dee ow pov 0pow , 
ne of a thousand drolls the people tell of 
tne nsel ve s , 
Of tall corn, of wide rivers , of big snakes, 
~1ants and dwarfs, heroe s and clowns , 
~rown in the soil of t he mass of people . 64 
ber of folk heroes appear on t he stage: 
... onte Cricto, .... ildred ling.1opper , ndy daus, ... aJl .ounyan , 
ra am Lincoln, ecos ete, Jot~ ~nr,, Rip Van Tinkle, 
~-.otner Carey, •. ike .Link , Johnny .Appleseed , and so fort ; 
62sancbur ..... , fl • ic ture of t e ::erican 
... ront •. e~o ( ew York , 1943), pp . 30-~ . 
eoole fl - ' 
63~andburg , omolete oems, ections 1 and 2 , 
pp . 439- 40 . 
64 rtid . , ection 2, p . a41 . 
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and in addi t ion a great many plain pe ople te l l tall stories , 
yarns , and proverbs : 
".ow are crops this year?" 
" _ot so ood for a good year 
but not so bad for a bad year . 11 65 
" Did you hear about tr.e empty barrel of 
flour?" 
II l\JO . ff II IO tning in it . 11 66 
" ••• a foe so tt1ick we s t~ insled tne barn and 
six feet o.1t on t ,~e fog . " 
ff . • • tne boy who clLnbed a cornstalk growing 
so fast rie would nave starved to dea t ,_ if t hey 
hadn ' t s hot biscuits up to hiin ••. 11 67 
J.J.ike F ink, " half wild horse and half cock- e yed 
alligator , " roars: 
"I can out- run , out - jump , outshoot , out- bag , out -
drink ••• any man on bot 1 sides o-:: t i, e river •.• 
l.y tri sger fin~er itc r,es and I want to g o red hot . 
ar , famine , and oloods hed put fles 1 on my bones, 
and nardship ' s 1ny dail y bread . 11 68 
The eople , Yes is al8o a treasure - house of fol k 
wisdoLl , superstitions , beliefs , and old sa yin~s~ 
olite words open iron ates . 
ne polite but not too polite . 69 
65 Ibid . , ection 48 , p . 500 . 
66 rbid ., Section 47, p . 496 . 
67Ibid ., oection 45 , p . 491. 
68 Ibid ., ;:,ection LJ-5 ' p . 495 . 
69 Ib i d ., ...:,ection 49 , p . 504 . 
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If your right fo o t itches you will soon start on 
a journey , if it ' s your left foot you will go 
wnere you are not wanted . 70 
Tnis poem is , as it were , a huge document oft e 
blood , sweat , and wisdom which had been inherited fro ~ t he 
merican pioneers . What does Sandburg intend to do 
throug h this tremendous presentation It is , needless to 
say , a p ursllit of t c~e i mage of the people . 'l nat are t , e 
people', This question runs throug..1out t he huge 107-page 
poe.:n . ..is pict ures of t he people are ric h in variety 
and color, like his tentative definitions of poetry . 
(hat he attempts to do here is to s l1ow how t ne people 
are, their wisdom and streng t ~ even along with t heir dark 
and foolish sides , as candidly as possible; in ot .er 
words, he is affirmative of their chaos and turmoil . The 
following is his most brilliant image of the peopl ~ : 
The people, yes- -
Dorn wit n bone s and heart fused in deep and 
violent secrets 
.1. .1. ixed from a bowl of sky blue dreams and sea 
slime facts--
A seetning of saint s and sinners, toilers , 
loafers, oxen, apes 
In a womb of superstitution , faith , genius, 
crime , sacrifice--
The one and only source of armies, navies , 
work gangs , 
The living flowing breath of t Le t'listory of 
nations , 
70rbid . , ection 53, p . 51 4 . 
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f t ne l it tle Family of Man hugging tne little 
ball of ~arth , 
nd a l ong nall of mi rrors , straight , convex 
and concave , 
~oving and endless with scrolls of t t e living , 
.:ll1immering wit h p1antoms flung fro.n the past , 
~hot over wit h lights of babies to come , not 
yet here . 71 
Sandburg keeps nis humanitarian eyes on t he 
people, who are sly , i ~norant , immoral, stupid , and trag ic , 
but at the same time , honest , wise, moral , smart, and 
comic . This contradictory nature of the people , is what 
strikes Sandburg more than anyt hing else : 
The people is a po l ychrome , 
a spec t rum and a prism 
held in a moving monolith , 
a conso l e organ of changing t hemes ••• 7 2 
5andburg asks over again: 11 1,·hat is the people? 11 
Tl1e people is ..t!.Veryman , everybody . 
Everybody is you and me and all ot hers . 73 
Ibo knows t he people? 
• The eople, yes . 74 
Tne people is a lig hted believer and 
hoper--and t nis is to be held against 
tnem?75 
7lrbid . , Section 29 , pp . 470- 71 . 
72rbid . , Section 107, pp . 616- 7 . 
73rbid . , ection 13 , p . 453 . 
74 rbid . , ection 21 , p . 46 2 . 
75rbid ., Section 22 , p . 462 . 
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}for Sandburg tbe people is "a builder , a wrecker, 
a builder again , / a juggler of shifting puppets • 11 76 
and "a long s adow / tre:nbling around the eartn ••• 11 77 
He attempts to find numanity in the tumult and disorder, 
al t hough he says , "the people is pandora ' s box , humpty 
d u.mpty . 11 Thu.s "the people is the grand canyon of humanity 
/ and many many miles across . 11 78 
Despite his intended affirmation of t he people's 
strength and wisdom , however , his focus is blurred and con-
fused amid the abundant phrases , stories , old sayinss , and 
other folk materials . vfhat hope does he present to the 
people? :nat is his vision of the future? He says: 
hope is a tattered flag and a dream out of time . 
ope is a heartspun word, the rainbow , the 
shadow in white, • 
hope is an echoi hope ties itself yonder , 
yonder • • • 9 
Altnougn yesterday is gone and 11 a nickel thrown on a alva-
tion rmy drl.l1l, 11 "tomorrow may never come,/ today is 
nere . 11 80 Here is still andburg 1 s inherent agnostic atti-
tude . 1.e says , " The eople , Yes!" but he cannot he lp 
addin6 , 
76 Ibid . , ;:,ection 87 , p . 577 . 
77 Ibid . , ection 91 , p . 589 . 
78Ibid . , ,;:)ection 97, p . :596 . 
79Ibid ., ::iection 16 , p . 455 . 
Soibid . , ection 50 , p . 507 . 
ut of wnat is their change 
from chao to orqer 
and chaos again? 0 1 
ere one cannot find sue a bitter hostility 
to injustice as in "C1ica.__,o , " written twenty years pre-
viously • . often avoids direct statement . Of course, 
however , in spite of such a dubious attitude , be shows 
some confidence: 
·,r:o can fi1:..,ht a..._..ainst the fut re' 
lnat is the decree oD tomorrow~ 
1-aven ' t t: L 1,c o ... Ji gone on and on 
a l ways taking more of their own' 
How can the orders of the day 
be against the people n this time7 
inat can stop them from takin~ 
~ore and ore of their own?82 
Thus the U. :;i • .1 • is t ~e great !lope for nim: 
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" orne day w:1en t.1e :Jnited States of t.1e ~arto I ....lets going 
and runs smooth and pretty there/ will be ~ore of him tlan 
we L.1.ave now . 11 83 nd and burg ' s support of qooseve t ' s J.rew 
Deal is suggested at the last oart of the poe~; so e say 
planned economy is tyranny , but what dot ey know about it? 
lanned economy will arrive, stand up, 
and stay a lon0 time • • . 
Tomorrow t~e people say Yes or ~o oy one question: 
" id.at else can be done? 11 64 
81 Ibid . , ,.,ection :, ;') ' p . 525 . 
2 Ibid ., ..Jection 71 , p . 555 . 
B3rbid ., oection 87 , p . ?78 . 
84Ibid ., .::)ection 105 , o. 614 . 
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DUt there is no reasonable statement wny he is for the 
_,ew Deal; tne only answer that one can find here is one 
of the people ' s old saying s, 11 t.at else can be done?" It 
seens that t ais care-free attitude of the people is t he 
only conclusion t CJat Sandburg l-ias gotten from his piles 
of fol k materials . Finally, the people, as 3andburg 
believes, rnign t be able to save the.:nselves; 11 Tr.e people 
Know hope," rie continues, 11 t c ..e _people know t c1e salt of t ne 
sea/ and tne strength of the winds/ las ~in~ the corners 
of the earth . 1185 f ence his conclusion, 11 ll] ho can live 
without the hope 11 ....,ut one cannot r1elp as king back, 
11 nat is the hope " .. is answer dissolves itself into a 
va 0 ue idea of the people . ne last refrain of hi e hu pe 
poe , w~ich also appears on the firet page, is su5gestive 
of the ambi5 uity of ~is poetic focus and idea: 
In t.:e darkness wi t ,1 a great uncle of grie:' 
t t1e people 11arc .J . 
In t he ni5 t:. t, and overnead a shovel of stars for 
Keep s, t he people :narc '.: : 
next? 11 86 II nere to'? ,vnat 
This refrain is probably intended to suggest 
the people ' s stren5 t n, but it results in a lack of inten-
sity in t ne poem as a whole . It is t he last four word s 
that any critics bla~ed seve r ely . ' illiarn van 'Connor 
85rbi6 . , ~ection 107, pp . 616-7 . 
86rbid . , ~ection 107, pp . 616-7 . 
FO, YTH LIB 
_FORT HAYS KA~' A S E 
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points out t t1at "t oe pathetic questions 11 of the refrain 
express oandburg ' s inaecision . 87 ~ . D. zabel , with all 
his praise of t ne poem as "a testament 11 to t ne merican 
people, criticizes ~andburs ' s uncertainty about human 
salvation . 88 
After all, tne conclusion is t uat The People , 
Yes is marked by bandburg ' s vag ue i mage of t he people 
and his lack of a vision of the fJture in spite of his 
efforts to find it . T us his searc o for folk tradition 
resulted only in his discovery of the "shadows" or "sil-
houettes" of the people . 
Sandourg ' s people are, as it were, grega riou s 
animals who lack individuality . In oection 17 ne quotes 
a denial of the people--" Tne people is a rnytn , an abstrac-
tion11--and refutes it by asking , 11 ••• wl1at myth would 
you put in place/ of t he people?/ •.• wnat a bstrac-
tion would you exchan~e I for t his one?" Yet it was a 
myth and an abstraction that he himself put in place . 89 
:is myth and abstraction of the people are t he very re-
flection of nis invocation to , and worship of, the 
87 tTilliam V. ' Connor ,~- cit ., p . 26 . 
88 1 • • Za bel, 11 .:iandburc ' s testament," .Poetry , 
' I ctober, 1936 ), ~p . 33- 45 . 
89sandburg , Ibid ., ection 17 , p . 456 . 
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physi ca l and mechani cal strength and energy of the people . 
Y looking over Chicago· oems , one knows tnat Sandburg tLe 
poet , despite his searcu for folk tradition and the change 
of Llis theme and tone , has rarely showed any essential 
development in nis basic poetic representation . n tl e 
contrary, his search for folklore only resulted in t~e 
vagueness and disunity of ~is focus; for example , his 
image of Lincoln overlaps his own ideal and faceless 
figures of tne people: l1is Lincoln "was a mystery in 
smoke and flags •• • "; Lincoln was a poet and a historian; 
he gathered "tl1e feel of the .American dream/ and saw its 
kindred over the earth . 11 90 
Later w,en his Complete roems was publisned in 
1950 1is idea of poetry was still full of ambig uity and 
d u.oio usne ss . lis " Notes for a reface" is, as it were, 
t e final balance sheet of his career . 91 The notes be~in 
witn the citation of the several examples whic ll show 
11 , hat can be explained is not poetry" or art; .0abe Rut .. , 
a nome-run king, said, 11 UiJ11 I can tell ' em is I pick a 
good one and sock it"; John r• teinbeck said regardinb his 
_f, iice and~' "I began with an equation and after t nat 
90rbid . , ~ection 57, p . 521-4 . 
9libid . , 11 .1:Jotes for a reface," pp . xxi-xxix . 
t ,_e tory wrote itself . 11 andburg ' s view of artistic 
creation seems to be ri .1t so far , but t ... is is only t e 
prologue to 1is essay on poetry , wnich is developed , to 
begin with , by his Jigh praise of the poets of "Streets 
and stru~bles , of dust and combat, of violence wanton or 
justified , '' of plain folk living close to a hard earth--
for exa 1 ~le , Jo r.n ... . ynr::e and / tep .. en Vincent ....,enet--
and t. en , by ,.is attac c on "a formal poetry perfect only 
in form , ' all dressed up and nowoere to 130 ,' " a poetry 
only ttwi tn t ne skill of a solved cro ssword 9uzzle . tt 
• nd ne criticizes liver endell Holmes ' s idea of rllytc1m 
and rhy, e t at 11 -rt 1m alone is a te tr;er • • . rnyt r.ms are 
iron fetters ..•• " and statef ironically: 
. proficient and sometimes exquisite perfor1i.1er in 
rnywed verse goes out of his way to register tle 
point t ha t toe more rhyme there is in poetry the 
nore danger of its trickin t!e writer into ome-
t in~ other tnan the urge in the be_innin~ .... 
-ence 1is uniqi.1e classification of poetry , as 
quoted earlier; and liver Cromwell ' s, .iichelan.,,elo ' s , 
Clive Ct_reiner ' s , and Justice .olmes ' words in their 
s.9eecL es or book are cited as tL1e best examples of "the 
cadence utterance of passion . " 
() 
This state ent might bee sentially the point, 
but it seems tnat he tries to defend the looseness of his 
own poetic expres ion and his lack of a theoretical founda-
tion. ~ne followin~ words indicate this point more clearly: 
hat is instinct t/hat is thought's' ,here ie- tf-1e 
absolute line between these two7 Nobody knows--as 
yet . ,,hat is an .l!.motion as apart from an Idea'i 
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,hen are Concept and Feelin~ identical? }obody 
knows--exactly--a s yet . oat is an ideational state 
of ~ind as set off from a reverie nen do tte fore-
0oing seemin~ly contrasted urges of blood and brain 
move into a confluence wit n an end result of Creative 
Art7 •.• ~bat is t his borderland of dream and logic, 
of fantasy and reason •• • 7 There are those who be-
lieve they know--and those who hope they may yet 
know . • • • 
here is no desire for t r,eory; in t .. is sense, too, 
he stands at the extreme opposite side, at a great distance, 
from t ue modern aestnetic poets , includin3 the me tap nysical 
poets and t he ~ew Critics . Cne can say t hat ~andburg ' s 
image of a poet exactly fits t .at of a garboyle; for him 
poetry is a s argoyle spout: 
••. It : arcoyle was a cnild ' s dream of a 
mout~ . • And I was tne ~ore t Ge fist 
pounded t Ge more the mouth laus~ed, t ne fist 
is pounding and ~oundinB , and t Le mouth 
answering •..• 2 
11 I can 6 ive you is broken-face :a r goyle . 
11 I can g ive you now is a double gorilla 
Lead with two fis~ moutas and four eagle 
eyes hooked on a street wall , spouting 
water and lookin~ two ways to t t e ends 
of the street . . . 93 
92rbid . , 11 Gar6 oyle, 11 p . 137 . 
93roid ., "roken-face Gar6oyle , 11 pp . 175-6 . 
C t,A TliR IV 
C • CL 0IC 
In Chapter II, an attempt was made to illuminate 
ciandburg's moderni t quality--impressionism--in his Cnicap;o 
oems, wnicn is in general considered to be mere bombastic, 
tradition-s:iattering poetry , and for t1at purpose, a some-
what detailed analysis of .is poetic imagery has been 
added . 1hat oandbur~ intended to do in ~is first volume 
was to present '.1is sensuous response to tne new .American 
civilization rising rapidly due to developing industry and 
t le power of tne meltins pot, t irough his imagistic pie-
tures of vivid color . e also stowed t tia t t rere was the 
sparkling fire of poetry even in the slag of industrialism 
and the materialistic CLaos of American societv in ttose 
days, from w,icn a number of expatriates escaped. 
In t ,ought t.e was essentially an agnostic 
naturalist, and in tec~.nique an imagistic impressionist . 
let .er consciously or not, he ~ad some affinity with the 
magists in tl.e earlier twentiety-century . .And is good 
poems, w.ich are s~ort, tender lyrics, were produced in 
tlese early days . 
Unfortunately , however , he ~ad no ttought 
powerful enougn to unify nis various, brilliant images . 
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i early socialistic ideas , simple and spontaneous , were 
absorbed into tre broader scope of pessimistic skepticism . 
nd later , in ni attempt to overcome pessimism and find 
some founda t ion for poetic expression , ne nad obviously 
indicated his intention , in searco of an American folk 
tradition , to be an epic voice of "~ rnerica sing in._, . " The 
folk tradition represented by Lincoln , t he legendary em-
bodiment of tne merican democratic spirit , presented a 
new poetic ground for Sandburg , w'1O refu ed and revolted 
against toe ~enteel Tradition . 
out tr1e searc'..1 for the folk spirit, des-oite his 
national fame as incoln ' s greatest biographer , resulted 
in serious misfortune tot .e ~and urg t ,e poet . .is lac k 
of theory , waic t had already been een in Cnicago 1oe~s , 
was not rede.emed by his imagery and his use of t he 1.neri-
can folk tradition . n t Le contrary , his poetic expression 
lost its focus amid t~ c ~aos and tumult of tne folk world . 
esides t nat , it seems t c1at e accepted and love d t e tur-
moil , instead of tryin~ to find some unifying principle 
for his poet r y in it , w 1en he said: 
, alk again where t he mass numa n s .ad ows foregatter , 
silc~uette and panto~imes of t te great 
.1uman procession wind wit h a cryin_ out loud , 
and rotten laughters mix wit rag in~ 
tumults •.• 1 -
1 and urc..: , Complete oems , 11 cod NOrning , Ame ri-
ca ," p . 334 . 
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Unfortunately, moreover, his ideal--Lincoln ' s 
spirit-- nad lon:.__ been obscured by t,1e nighly .:naterialistic 
nature of tne !merican civilization, ac ~e nimself ad mitted . 
fter all , from t e folk materials ne could not discover 
a clear poetic vision of tne future fittin5 an expression 
of ccanging America in his days . The most outstanding 
trait of American folklore lies in its eterogeneity, a s 
and urg ni~self recog nized . This created a pro blem for 
Sandburb because ce was searc r. ing for a sin~le tradition 
in what was essentially a multiplicity of traditions . In 
addition to t ~is, ~uc h of merican fol klore ca~e over t t e 
ocean wit h t he pioneers and t cus is essentially =uropea n 
ratner t nan authentically American . t hird difficulty 
was tnat what is reall y indigenous in t e merican folk 
tradition is a product of t ee frontier, and the frontier 
as ~assii- M ex i s te nce 2 P Sandburg began to write . 
Tne world expressed in Chica~o ~oems was also 
tnat of hetero 0 eneity in t oe huge melting pot . Therefore, 
it follows, in a sense , that ais later fol klorism-- nis 
searc l1 for folk tradition--was t Lle natural and es sential 
development of bis early i1pressionism, whic h reflect s i i s 
sensuous reaction tote newly-risin~, tu~ult uous merican 
civilization . T11e Cnicago poet, who wa s born and ore d in 
the center of the nuge meltin6 pot as a son of an i mm i grant, 
was unaole to 6et away from t~e cnaos not only as a new 
poet of tLie J.•J.idwestern revolt , but also as a poet o the 
merican folk tradition . It was an ironical result for 
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hLn ,,-no refused ti::e past as "a bucket of aR;-es . 11 is main 
fault lies in his "patriotic" insistence upon so-called 
rneri canism separated from t,1e r1istorical tradition of 
~uropean civilization . 
For this reason, w~en t . e c~aoe of t he melting 
pot and new industry acLlieved its homogeneity to a greater 
extent throu~n °iirst .,'orld War , tr.e gay poetwar prosperity 
years, tr.e s.:rreat vepression , tt1e second forld ar , peace 
and t he Cold · ar, 1...., lobal drama on a colossal scale, 112 
Sandburg ' s poetry was destined to be far from tLe people ' s 
sentiments . r_ence the postwar eclipse of his fame . and -
burg h i mself says , 11 • • • wna t we find say and full vf 
nouris ' ment at one time , we may find later has lo Rt in-
terest for us 1Tny t,.is is so we do not know .•.. 11 3 
an it be said , t~en , t1at bandbur& ' s decline 
indicates taat ne au3 only t~e surface of meri can soil; 
in other words , his poetic world is tne picture of an 
merica of t1e past which is not wortn looking bac 1 over 
2rbid ., " ... :ates for a reface , 11 p . xx iii . 
3Ibid ., p . xxviii . 
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again? Indeed America has come out of the old ccaos to a 
sreater degree, but no one can ne lect andburg ' s efforts 
to make nis poetry close to tne American people and land . 
Le makes a snarp contrast to some expatriates wno escaped 
from toe reality of merica , wnich tney called a barren 
land for artistic creation . Thus one can conclude t~at 
so e of nis early poe~s will endure as tne fres _ expression 
of youn~ merica . 
merica will .rave to find its own ideal image, 
as ~andburg has done . Viewed in tnis lignt, Sandbur3 ' s 
mericanism , alt.~ou_::1 it did not 6 ive a big success to his 
poetry, e~bodies a significant turninb point in merican 
literary .. istory , in contrast wit,_':' . 5 • .C:liot's acrievement . 
rtis later works, especially 1ne eople, Yes , will remain a 
cultural monument for what he could not achieve rather tnan 
for wnat he did . 
America is and always will Le, as it has been , 
a seeker and a finder. In t2is sense, it might be sugges-
tive of the future to close this thesis by quoting one of 
oandburg ' s last poems: 
.l:!.iver a ;:,eeker 
· t1 e fim'j'ers turn t ue pa0 es 
The pa0 es unfold as a scroll . r 1ere was the time there was no America . 
Tnen came on the scroll an earthly 
merica, a land of beginning , 
an America being born 
p . 14 . 
Then came a later merica , seeker 
and findert yet ever ~ore seeker 
t An finder , ever seekin~ its way 
amid storm and dream . 4 
4:i:Jew Times ~-,agazine ( January 5, 1958), 
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